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WHOSE SUPERIORITY?
As the year 1991 drew to its close, the mayor of Dubuque, Iowa, was
unhappy. Dubuque is a small dty of about 63,000, on the west bank of
the Mississippi River, facing the border between Wisconsin and Illinois.
But it is provincial, stodgy, unprogressive, backward, even reactionary.
During the entire year not a single one of the White boobs who elected the
mayor had been killed by a nigger! No White woman had been raped to
teach her about Civil Rights! So far as was known, all the White females
were so jfiill of prejudice and bigotry that none had recognized her duty to
copulatE with niggers and breed diseased mongrels to further the American
ideal of Integration. And there hadn't even been a good muring. What
was worse. White boobs actually went out on the streets at night, sometimes alone, and returned safely to their homes without being taught the
place they have made for themselves in the world.
In progressive communities, such as Jerusalem-on-the H u d son and Tel Aviv-on-the-Potomac, there is a murder every few
hours. (It is true that regrettably often niggers kill other niggers,
but intensive education, financed by the tax-payers, can lead
them to make better use of their homicidal urges.) In the District
of Corruption, Civil Rights workers have become so zealous that
they extend their good work as far as Fairfax County in Virginia,
where they trap and rape White women at the rate of ninety-five
per annum, and will doubtless do better in the future.
The mayor of Dubuque knew the reason for the deplorable
situation in that city. The population of the litde city is almost
entirely Aryan and largely Germanic. There is a contingent of the
ubiquitous Sheenies, of course, but onl^ about a thousand other
aliens, only a third of whom are niggers.
1. Niggers are aliens (alieni) in a White nation, no matter where they
were born. ^Nigger' is a useful, almost indispensable, word. It is simply
niger with the consonant doubled to keep the vowel short and the consonant hard, but in American usage it includes not only pure-blooded
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T o the sapient mayor, the way to bring Progress to D u b u q u e
was obvious: import niggers. A n d the proposal was well timed,
almost coinciding w i t h the planned invasion o f Florida from H a i t i ,
which Bushy's government for some reason called off at the last
moment. A few thousand "refugees" from H a i t i w o u l d not only
have remedied the city's backwardness, but, w i t h the help o f tjae
W h i t e witch doctors i n the churches and schools, have raised the
cultural level. T h e y w o u l d have taught the stolid Aryans h o w to
twist off the head o f a white chicken and drink the blood that spurts
from the severed neck. Practitioners o f voodoo could have spread
wisdom from the pulpits o f churches eager to practice oecumenism,
and, w h o knows? D u b u q u e might have attained honorable mention
i n die Chicago Tribune for the pious sacrifice o f a "hornless goat,"
preferably white.
T h e mayor and, i t seems, quite a few idiots i n D u b u q u e were
horrified when some A r y a n "racists" professed a belief i n " W h i t e
superiority," a damnable doctrine that clearly contravenes the
American resolve to become the most degraded and despised species
of talking anthropoids.
,
B u t Black Superiority? Ah, that w o u l d have been another matter. W i t h that doctrine, D u b u q u e could ride the Wave o f the
Future.
Congoids but also mulattos and sambos. It would be as incorrect to call
a mulatto, for example, the offspring of an Aryan whore by a male Congoid, a Congoid as it would be to call the creature Aryan. Much the
same objection applies to 'Negro,' used as a racial term. It was the standard term for Congoid slaves in Spanish, which was the international
language of commerce and so used by the predominantly Jewish merchants who brought the livestock to the United States. In the antebellum South, 'negro man' or 'negro woman' was so understood, and it
would have been a tautology to add the information that a slave was
meant. In British usage, 'mgger' also includes Dravidians and other
dark-skinned people. In Britain, incidentally, "black man' would be
highly misleading, since in British usage the term designated a white
man with black hair (conspicuously uncommon in Nordic nations) and,
usually, the dark eyes and somewhat swarthy complexion that go with
such hair. The resulting ambiguity is much exploited by the bunkumartists who concoct "Black History" for the suckers in universities that
have become intellectual whbre-houses.
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The Right Racism
Every observer knows, o f course, that niggers ji4stiy despise a race
so stupid that it lets them vote, elects them to political offices, taxes
itself to provide them with comforts, and taxes itself some more to
accelerate their breeding. Few, however, realize' that this natural contempt has given rise to formal doctrines o f Black Superiority.
T h e first .such doctrine seriously formulated i n the U n i t e d
States was the w o r k o f the Black Muslims,'^ a movement founded i n
Detroit by an itinerant mulatto whose name is thought to have
been Wallace Fard, but w h o used at least six aUases i n Detroit,
including "Professor F o r d , " "Farrad M o h a m m e d A l i , " and " S u jpreme Ruler o f the Universe."
W h e n the Ruler o f the Universe was convicted of some a i m e ,
White bigots i n Detroit sent h i m to jail for a year, and when released, he
disappeared. It was rumored that while he was i n the hoose-gow, one o f
his followers had an inspiration to take over the lucrative business for
himself and accordingly, when the Supreme Ruler got out ol-jail, used
h i m as die "hornless goat" i n a ritual that the ruler had himself devised.^
The^ exponential growth o f the Black Muslims was the work o f a
talented mulatto named Elijah Poole, who gave himself half a dozen
new names before 1930, when he setded o n "Elijah M u h a m m e d ,
Messenger o f Allah, and Divine Leader o f die Lost-Found Nation o f
Islam," and took over the cult. H e moved his holy household, including his twenty servants and his assortment o f Cadillacs, from Detroit
to Chicago, and began to train tough young niggers i n paramilitary
tactics. Since he aped a few M o h a m m e d a n rites, he enabled statisti2. The standard form in English is "Moslem'; the Arabic is muslim,
plural muslimun, and the Arabic spelling is used by some writers,
chiefly Orientalists, of whom Pard must have heard, although he knew
of the religion of Islam less than was known by the average schoolboy
years ago, when children were still given some education in the public
schools.
3. The Supreme Ruler of the Universe did use willing niggers as sacrificial victims in his most solemn rites in honor of himself, and his example was followed by some of enthusiastic converts to his version of
Islam, even in secular affairs. The police rudely interrupted one of
them when he was about to cook his wife and daughter for supper.
Perhaps this advanced cuisine could be made popular in Dubuque
when the evils of bigotry and racial prejudice have been overcome.
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cians to determine that Islam was the fastest growing religion in the
United States.
How much of the cult's historical and ethnological views the
Messenger of Allah invented is uncertain, but here is a concise
summary of the oflRcial cosmogonic doctrine:
When, in accordance with the will of Allah, the earth was separated
from the moon by an explosion in year 65,999,999,998,062 B.C., there
appeared on the planet the Black Race, as black and perfect as God
Himself. For almost sixty-six trillion years those perfect beings dwelt in
perfept happiness, speaking Arabic and evidently leading the joyous and
unfettered life npw to be foimd in the jungles of the Congo.
The universal bliss was troubled, however, in 4707 B.C., when a
"Black scientist" named Yakub determined to create, artificially, a race
of debased and inferior creatures. He worked steadily for six hundred
years, and finally, by "grafting" and "rigid birth control," he produced
the "blue-eyed devils,"^ i.e., White men, who are physically weak and
totally eyil.
Allah, for purposes of hjs own, and intending the ultimate exaltation of
his Chosen People, who are the only true human beings,* permitted the
white devils to interfere with nature and set up the nasty thing called civilization. He even pennitted (he vUe "spooks"'' to dominate and enslave the
4. I phjefly rely on the work of two educated mulattos who penetrated
the T/Qst-Found NatJon" and reported their observations: Professor C.
Eric Lincoln, The Black Muslims in America (Boston, Beacon Press,
1961); and Professor E. U . Bssien-Udom, BlcLck Nationalism (University of Chicago Press, 1962). See also the article by E. D. Benyon, The
ypodoo Quit....in Detroit,'' in the American Journal of Sociology for
1937-38. I do not know how inuch of the official doctrine was already
contained in the Supreme Ruler of the Universe's enchiridion for niggers, which was entitled Teaching for the Lost-Found Nation of Islam
ijl a Mathematical W^o-yg, Notg that ISffif^cs are instinctively identified as the most hated race.
6. Note the adaptation of the Talinudic doctrine that only Yids are
huipan.
7. 'SpQok' is nigger slang for 'white man,' often used in the presence of
rnembers of our hated race to prevertt them from guessing they are the
subject of conversation or in writing when it is desired to be discreet.
Thus in the printed catalogue of the University of Islam, in which the
CQsmolpgy outlined above is taught to advanced students (i.e., those
who have passed the courses in reading and writing), the course in
world history is erititled "Spgpl^ Being Displayed for 6000 Years," I
rpfgr to the catalpgue pf tMs institution of higher learning, for 1961,
Whether the niggers' own Harvard is still operating, I do not knOW4 ^ Liberty Bell / i{f«y ].§92

Chosen People by devising the "devil-doctrine" called Christianity. He
decreed, however, that the white swine were to rule the world for exactly six thousand yeai-s. Their time was up in 1914. But they are now
enjoying a few "years of grace" until the Black Man canriseand exterminate themfromthe face of the earth and come into his own again.
Of this there can be no doubt, no possible doubt whatever, because "all
histoiy" has been "wiitten in advance by 24 Black Scientists."
Although this doctrine may seem implausible, even to welltrained American boobs, there can be no doubt about its inspirational
message: exterminate the smpid white swine! Since the middle 1960s
the Black Muslims have avoided publicity, although I seem to remember that one of them was chosen to open with prayer a fairly recent
session of the Den of Thieves in die Capitol in Washington. For
decades, the jewspapers have suppressed mention of die Muslims' ideals, aspirations, and preparations to ride the Wave of the Future. So far
as I know, their version of cosmic ethnology is not taught by any of
the "Professors" of "Black History" in once respected American universities and colleges, but that may be because they haven't heard of it.
We should turn, therefore, to the kinds of swill that are dispensed by those academic institutions and gleefully pumped Into
the minds of American children by the racketeers whose Jewish
ju-ju, chilled "education," fascinates American taxpayers and evidendy delights the American parents of their victims. A good summary
may be foimd in an article by Bernard Ortiz de Montellano in the
Skeptical Inquirer, Fall 1991, pp. 46-50; Wmter 1992, pp. 162-166.

Defaming Egyptians and Aryans
The author barely mentions the more seemingly respectable attacks on our race and civilization, which are written by Jews with the
efl&ontery characteristic of their race. These bundles of hokum, disguised by the methodology of scholarship, assure ignorant readers that
the ancient Egyptians were niggers, and that Egyptian civilization was
the source of all that was good in Graeco-Roman culture, so that
Athena was really a female Black. Such noisome garbage could not
8. One is reminded of the Sheeny professor whose name escapes my
recollection at the moment, who wrote a bundle of drivel, published by
the Oxford University Press (!), "proving" that there never was anthropophagy among primitive (i.e., nice) people, and that all accounts of
caimibals had been invented by vile Aryans to traduce, noble niggers or
other sublime savages.
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impose, even for a moment, on anyone v^^ho has an acquaintance with
history, however superficial, but since American parents have for decades
callously sent their children into the tax-supported boob-hatcheries to
have their litde minds clotted with grotesque superstitions and made
permanendy ignorant (i.e., incapable of learning thereafter), there is evidendy a considerable number of Aryans who can read such books without throwing them into the dust-bin after scanning the first few pages.
The facts are indubitable. As every literate person should know,
the native Egyptians belonged to the Hamitic race, a Caucasian
(white) race which is akin to, but clearly distinct firom, the Semitic.
There have been plausible arguments that Egypt was first occupied and
colonized by an Ajyan people, but the evidence is fragmentary and
inconclusive. The rulers of Egypt (often called pharaohs as a result of
an ignorant error made by the authors of the Jew-Book) certainly
received firom time to time infusions of both Semitic and Aryan blood
through marriages they contracted for political reasons, although normal marriage was with one's sisters.^ The Egyptians developed, long
before the Classical, a remarkable civilization, which, given the time
and circumstances, is worthy of admiration, although they retained
some savage customs, such as circumcision, which the Yids sometimes claim to have taken from the Egyptians, presumably on orders
from their own savage God, Yahweh.

9. The usual Egyptian term of sexual endearment, comparable to our
lieloved' and 'darling,' was simply the word for 'sister.' As everyone
knows, maniages between brother and sister enhance both the desirable and the deleterious elements in a family's lineage. It occurs to me
that some marriages may have been sterile. That would account for the
really remarkable proportion of Egyptian kings, princes, and princesses
whose mothers were foreign, often Aryan, women—and account, incidentally, for the lovely features of the famous Nefertiti, while other
miscegenation or inbreeding would te responsible for the physical deformity and perhaps the psychic instability of the famous Ikhnaton
(Akh-en-Aton = Amen-hotep IV), often regarded as the inventor of
monotheism (on the basis of inconclusive evidence).
10. Although the Hamitic Egyptians seem to have been a cleanly people, at least among the upper classes, the intensely hot and arid climate may have provided some valid reason for the disgusting custom;
cf. Liberty Bell, October 1989, pp. 1-5. It seems unlikely, however, that
the climate would justify circumcision of females.
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South of Egypt lay Nubia, a region in which the natives seem to
have been Congoids, although the upper classes, at least, were mongreUzed by infusions of both Semitic and Hamitic blood, doubdess
from invaders come to exploit the deposits of gold. The Egyptians
always regarded the Nubians {Nehsiti) with contempt, but were
attracted by the territory's mineral wealth. Over the centuries they
alternately conquered Nubia and imposed Egyptian viceroys with
Egyptian garrisons or ruled it through client kings, who, dependent
on Egyptian favor, tried to imitate Egyptian culture. In periods of
Egyptian weakness, the central government lost control of Nubia
and the savages made forays into Egypt, some with temporary success. In, periods of Egyptian strength, Nubians, like the Bantu from
all over T^rica who try to get into South Africa to profit from Aryan
prosperity and folly, tried to infiltrate into Egypt, and it was necessary to establish miUtary posts to prevent Nubians from ascending
above the Second Cataract of the Nile, together with squads of
Sudanese trackers to apprehend Nubians who tried to sneak by,
making long detours into the surrounding desert.
One of the lesser but well-known Egyptian monuments is an
inscription on a large stele erected by Sesostris (Set-Usert) III
(Khahaure), c. 1870 B.C., on which he forbids Nubians to ascend
the Nile and states the Egyptian opinion of them: "Nubians cower
before mere words, and one has only to challenge them to make
them retreat; i f one attacks them, they run. But i f one draws back,
they become aggressive. They are not a race worth consideration.
They are degraded creatures and cowardly."
So much for the blatant nonsense that the Egyptians were niggers. N o w for the equally impudent pretense that Egypt was the
source of Western civilization.
The Egyptian civilization was one of the two oldest in the
world, and may, in its early stages, have owed much to the other,
the Sumerian. Egyptian civilization was about three thousand years
old when Herodotus visited it and described it for the Greeks. The
Greeks thought Egypt immemorially old, but one has only to read
11. It is nice irony that Sesostris, who boasts of having taught the
Nubians a lesson, destroying their crops and killing many of them, also
boasts that he has carried off their women (to be slaves in Egypt). He
evidently did not foresee the inevitable miscegenation.
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Homer to see that Egypt contributed virtually nothing to Greek
culture. Herodotus makes it clear diat Egyptian civilizadon was
totally alien and almost unintelligible to Greeks' Aryan minds. Typically, the dieriomorphic gods of Egypt (e.g., Thoth, who had the
head and neck of an ibis above his shoulders, or the goddess Ta-urt,
who was simply a biped hippopotamus) were repugnant to Greek
taste and aesthetic sense, which required gods to be human and
handsome (e.g., Apollo) or august (e.g., Zeus). Egypt was as alien
and strange to the Greeks as was China to Americans of the Nineteenth
Century. It was a remote land, respected for its immemorial antiquity
but not for its people, and it contributed to Greek culture only a few
stories and myths which were changed by reinterpretation.''^
Greek (Mycenaean) culture, especially art, did have a slight and
transient, but perceptible, influence on Egypt during die Tell-elAmarna period, but Egypt exercised no considerable influence on
Classical culture before the beginning of the Roman .decadence,
when a mongrehzed population was fascinated by the incoherent^ ^
Egyptian religion, especially a late version of the cult of Isis, a
goddess whom the Christians later dressed up as the Virgin Mary,
changing the name of the babe in her arms from Horus to Jesus.

The Rape of American Children
In his article, Ortiz de Montellano, who is Professor of Anthropology in Wayne State University, barely mentions die historical
fabrication I have described above, which is usually so presented
that it could impose on very ignorant readers. His concern is with
something far more fantastic and vicious, the sewage in which Ameri12. The great antiquity of Egypt was, of course, impressive and fascinating. Plato attributed his story of Atlantis to an Egyptian source, but
it was probably derived from some Phoenician account, imaginatively
amplified both before and after it reached Plato. When Greek dramatists and noveUsts portrayed Egyptians, they, perhaps unaware of the
psychological peculiarities of Hamitic peoples, often made them behave
and speak as Greeks would have done, much as European writers of
the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries often portrayed Orientals,
from Arabs to Chinese, as picturesquely different Europeans.
13. I have often remarked on the mentality of votaries- who could believe that a goddess was the mother of her father. Christian faith is
content with a god who was the father of himself.
8 — Liberty Bell / May
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can children are immersed and mentally drowned by "educators"
who must be not only venal and dishonest but also born sadists.
He takes his departure from the African-American Baseline
Studies, published by the school districts of Pordand, Oregon, i n
1987, and rapturously adopted as a new gospel by school districts
throughout the country, including Fort Lauderdale (Florida), A t lanta, Chicago, Detroit, and Washington (District of Corruption). The book consists of "a set of six essays to be read by all
teachers and whose contents are to be infused into the teaching
of various subjects in all grades." They are "resource materials
[note the gangsters' jargon] and references for teachers so that
they can use the knowledge...in their classes."
The Science Baseline Essay, entitled "African and AfricanAmerican Contributions to Science and Technology," was written by a certain Hunter Howland Adams, who is identified as
"research scientist" at the Argonne National Laboratory. Professor Ortiz looked into the matter and found that "actually, Adams
is an 'industrial-hygiene technician' [jargon which is probably, like
'building engineer,' a grotesquely inflated tide for a janitor who
sweeps the floors, empties waste-baskets, and cleans latrines] who
'does no research on any topic at Argonne' and whose highest
degree is a high-school diploma [which means nothing today,
when it is not even proof of literacy]." That does not matter, of
course, because niggers instinctively know how to rape White children, physically and mentally.
The contents of this bucket of excrement may be sufficiently
indicated by a few condensed excerpts from Professor Ortiz's description of it. It begins with the assumption that the ancient Egyptians were niggers, and then teaches that:
Astrology is based on science [because] "at birth every living thing
has a serial number or frequency power speclrum."....The ancient Egyptians were "famous as masters of psi, precognition, psychokinesis, remote viewing and other undeveloped human capabilities" [including]
"psychoenergetics," [which is] the "multidiscipUnary study of the interface and interaction of human consciousness with energy and matter."....Egyptian professional psi engineers, hekau,^'' were able to use
14. A n hekai is a sorcerer, enchanter, distinguished by his abihty to
use heha, i.e., to bewitch by uttering spells and incantations. A n hehiu
is a system of magic and hence the human or divine author of a book
Liberty Bell I May 1992
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these forces efficaciously, [as] has been researched and demonstrated in
controlled laboratory and field experiments today.
[After a long fiction that attributes to the Egyptians as a great rehgious superiority the essentials of the "New Age" hokum now peddled
to American suckers] the Baseline Essay claims that Egyptians had a
theory of species evolution "at least 2,000 years before Charles Darwin
developed his theory."
On the basis of a 6" X 9" tailless, bird-shaped object found in the
Cairo Museum...Adams says that Egyptians had fall-size gliders 4,000
years ago and "used their early planes for travel, expeditions, and recreations."....Certain dimensions of the Great Pyramid reveal and encode
knowledge about the 26.000-year cycles of the equinoxes and the acceleration of gravity.... Egyptians electroplated gold and silver 4,000 years
ago and had developed copper/feon batteries some 2,000 years ago.

You will, of course, have observed i n the quotadons from
Adams the use of a technique probably invented by John Dewey,
that of collocating words that have specific meanings in technology
and science to produce utterly meaningless drivel, which, however,
may impose on minds so palsied or indolent that they do not try to
understand what they read.
Although the nigger writer does not frankly say so (if Professor Ortiz did not overlook some passage), he obviously implies
that niggers are intellectually, as well as physically, far superior to
the lowly Whites, who must work for them. Come to think of it,
when I reflect that Aryan tax-payers are dumbly paying to have
their children's mind stuffed with such manure, I must concede
that he may be right, after all.

of potent spells, including some that are to be inscribed on phylacteries, amulets, and talismans to ward off demons or attract favorable
notice from gods. I use the transliteration that is i n general use i n
historical works and was adopted by E . A . Wallis Budge i n his Hieroglyphic Dictionary, which will be found i n all good libraries, whereas
later works, with a more precise transliteration that omits vowels
(wliich were usually supphed by guesswork from some Coptic derivatives), are apt to be found only i n special Egyptological collections.
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Science Brought Up-to-Date
Ortiz de JVlontellano next turns to the operations of an outfit
that calls itself the " K M W R ^ ^ Scientific Consortium." H e names
five "better-known" members of the group that has revised and
improved old Elijah JVIuhammed's cosmology and ethnology. One
is the Hunter Adams of the Baseline Essay; two are practicing as
psychiatrists, one in Los Angeles and the other in the District of
Corruption; and two are "professors" of "African-American" hogwash,
one in the City University of New York City and the other in die San
Francisco State University. Both of the "universities" thus patentiy
engaged in fiaud are financed by Aryan tax-paying boobs. I assume
that all five are niggers, but there may be a Sheeny in the woodpile.
M e l a n i n is an" organic pigment, a polymer that forms
melanosomes which determine the color of hair, eyes, and skin in
the higher andiropoids.^''
A very large amount of this polymer produces the brown hide
that distinguishes niggers, and the "professors" and their accomplices, having heard of it, thought it a better explanation of racial
differences than the creative work of the "Black scientist," Yakub. I
shall again give you condensed excerpts from Professor Ortiz's account of this verbalization of nigger hatred:
They claim that melanin is a superconductor, that it absorbs all frequencies of the electromagnetic spectrum, that it can convert sound energy to light energy reversibly, and that it can function as a mitiicomputer to process infonnation.... People with high melanin levels have

15. It is possible that the inventors of this comic opera science, i f very
clever and erudite (for niggers), are perpetrating a sly pun. (On transhteration from hieroglyphic and hieratic, see the preceding footnote.)
One of the several common words for Egypt, and probably the most
common, is Kam-t (Kam, Kami), whence Kammau, 'Egyptian.' Now
Kam-t is simply the word for hlack,' i.e., the Black Land, the Valley of
the Nile, with the black and richly fertile alluvial land deposited by the
great river at each aimual inundation, which presents a vivid contrast
to the yellow, ochre, or tan of the sterile sands of the surrounding
desert. (Another name for Egypt is Ta-mara, the land of inundations.')
Thus the 'Consortium,' while seeming to refer to Egypt, may be caUing
itself something like Black Power!, with tacit amusement at the stupid White boobs who do not understand the objective thus slyly announced.
16. For the complex chemistry by which color is determined, see any
good textbook on the organic chenhstry of enzymes.
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better muscular coordination (which makes them better athletes), are
mentally superior, have unusual faculties such as E S P " and are influenced by the magnetic fields of other humans and of the earth.... Lectures about melanin are replete with scientific-sounding terminology:
substantia nigra, splitons, phonons, electromagnetic radiation, melanocyte, extrapyramidal tract, pineal gland, hypothabnus, and so on.^*... Humans evolved as blacks in Africa and whites are mutants (albinos, or
melanin recessives.)
Walsing [a female "psychiatrist," who publishes such drivel in a periodical called Urban Health, doubfless at the expense of White dolts] uses the
notion of whites as melanin recessives to explain wMte racism on a "scientific" basis. She professes that white men have to destroy black men in
self-defense because black men have the potential to destroy white men
genetically. [White degeneracy can be perpetuated only by sexual intercourse between whites, and therefore] black men are considered dangerous
because they could force white women to have sex [i.e, rape the bitches and
thus produce superior cMdren and breed out racial degeneracy]."
Wade Nobles [a "professor" in a cesspool called San Francisco State
University] states that whites stopped evolving with the development of
the central nervous system (CNS), but that blacks continued to evolve
an essential melanin system (EMS). From this he develops an "equation": CNS -H EMS = HB (human being—that is, whites are not fully
human.) Others express the same idea by their repeated use of the term
hueman instead of 'human,' with the connotation that only people
with color are truly human.^
17. "Extrasensory Perception," a sham devised by Joseph Rhine, a
Christian who had received training i n biology and tried to use i t to
put his god back i n business. Apparently beheving his own delusions,
he managed to obtain a professorship at Duke University and his
pseudo-scientific quibbling was financed by many men who should
have known better. See Is There Intelligent Life on Earth?, pp. 29-34.
18. One is reminded of humorous stories published i n the Saturday
Evening Post decades ago, when the Americans still had a country of
their own. Laughter was excited by "darkies," who having heard impressive words of which they did not know the meaning, used them i n
magniloquent discourse that was, of course, ludicrous. Such simian imitativeness seems to be characteristic of the race most nearly allied to
the larger apes.
19. As the "psychiatrist" thought it unnecessary to state i n print, it
follows, of course, that when inale niggers cohabit with White whores
or rape White females who do not have the instincts of prostitutes,
they are dutifully performing a noble task, inspired by their soulful
yearning for a better world.
20. Cf. Note 6 supra.
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[Melanin produces extrasensory perception and a high degree of
sensitivity, thus] George Washington Carver [a nigger] was so successful in discovering useful products from plants...because the
plants "talked to him and told him what they were good for."
Adams [in his Baseline Essay] states tliat the Dogon of MaE^' discovered a dwarf companion of Sinus, Sinus B, which is invisible to the
naked eye [and] knew that it is extraordinarily dense and has an orbital
period of 50 years.... According to Welsing, the Dogon's melanin functions in a manner similar to an inlrared telescope, aiid they were able to
detect Sinus B thi'ough the melanin in their pineal glands. Welsing
claims further that everything that happens on Earth is converted to energy and beamed up to Sinus B... The high melanin content of black
people enables them to tap into that [store of] information. She alleges
that the Greek oracles were black and that their melanin enabled them,
as it does present-day blacks, to foresee the future.^^
Ortiz de Montellano concludes hy pointing out that while the
wonders of melanin are not specifically stated i n Adams' Baseline Essay,
they are implied i n that bucket of sewage, i n which the heads of White
children throughout this country are forcibly immersed by die "educators" who are hired and paid by the W h i t e children's feckless parents.
The learned niggers whose discoveries are summarized above have
now so improved scientific mediods diat they are ready to claim for their
race another great discovery, that fiogs develop fiom tadpoles, and that
tadpoles develop fiom horses' hair that has fallen into water. It is tme
diat horses have been largely supplanted by die automobile, but that
merely confirms die scientific finding, since, as you well know, all automobiles have horsepower and exhaust some of it, which drifts to ponds.

L'Envoi
D o you, dear reader, imagine that by deriding the doctrine o f
Nigger Superiority we have refirted it? I f so, perpend a few out o f a
hundred relevant facts:
21. A swarm of filthy Congoids who, for millennia and until quite recently, lived i n isolation from the rest of the world, infesting caves i n
the almost inaccessible mountains of the French Sudan, a territory
that was called TVIali' after Aryan idiots, their little minds infected
with "anti-colonialism," restored it to savagery, which is now slightly
restrained by the Jews who exploit its mineral resources.
22. E.g., the coming extermination of the degenerate White race—but
it doesn't take melanin to foresee that. You have only to read demographic statistics and listen to the gabble of average Americans.
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• A majority of the "educators" who take a sadistic delight in grabbing White children by the neck and rubbing their faces in Black
excrement are members of our race.
• The mayor of Dubuque was not lynched. He was not even run
out of town. On the contrary, a considerable number of the Germanic inhabitants were so mush-brained or afraid of being called
"racist" by the jewspapers that they agreed with him.
• Iowa is said to grow tall corn; it also grows turnip-heads. At the
University of Iowa, a female professor of a pseudo-science had a
pet pupil, a Chink named Gang Lu. He thought her responsible
when he did not receive a thousand-dollar prize for something
or the other, and so he shot and killed her, shot and killed the
student who won the award, shot and killed three members of
the faculty, shot and permanently paralyzed the departmental
secretary, and then shot himself Now, believe it or not, the
family of the female professor had minds so rotted with Christian muck that they proudly announced their sympathy for the
Chink's family, whose sorrow must be greater [sic!\n their
own, and even had translated into Chinese a letter assuring
Gang's family of their sympathy and heartfelt condolences.
Spearhead has, over the years, reported many similar instances of
Christian foiie circulaire among English parents of sons and
daughters who had been raped and/or killed (in one case, eaten)
by niggers, for whom the idiots prompdy professed sympathy
and understanding.
• Who is the most celebrated figure in the history of the United
States? A plebeian backwoodsman who, although not without talent
and some decent instincts,^^ served a gang of thieves and maniacs to
slaughter a large fraction of the best part of the White population,
permanendy impoverishing the nation s genetic heritage. He did this
because millions of Aryan nitwits envied the partly ficti23, He intended to ship all niggers out of the United States, and he
had made a beginning by shipping one lot of 5000 to Haiti. (An entrepreneur who took the contract for exporting them was the father of the
Jennie Jerome, who became the mother of Winston Churchill.)
Lincoln's plan was, of course, one of the primary reasons why the politicians who put him in the White House had him assassinated when he
ceased to be useful to them.
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tious comforts of the Southern planters, and sniveled over the
pardyfictitiousdiscomforts of their biped livestock.
• A White woman was raped and killed by a nigger. Her husband,
instead of being pleased that she had had the privilege of contributing to the multi-racial culture for which Americans yearn, hired
detectives and identified the murderer, a rich nigger who could
afford an escort of bodyguards. When he found that the police
would not oflFend their superiors (politicians elected by White
fools), the White man equipped himself with suitable weapons and
killed the bodyguards and the boss nigger. Arrested, he was tried
by a White jury, who, instead of applauding his heroism, sentenced him to an imprisonment that is really for life. — In the
region about Chicago, young niggers have found a new sport. In
their automobiles (paid for, directly or indirectly by White taxpaying animals) they draw up alongside a car containing one or
two Whites, shoot and kill them, and drive away, laughing over
their prank. One such sportsman was arrested, confessed to quite a
few murders, and was tried several times (i.e., for different murders)
before nigger juries, who unanimously found him "Not Guilty." Indeed, he was guilty of nothing wrong by nigger standards: he had
merely eliminated a few "honkies," members of an alien and despised
race. — Which of the two races, do you think, has the biological sense
of racial solidarity that will permit the species to survive?
• In Kansas City a nigger, much admired by White boobies, told a
cheering audience of his own race to disregard laws made by the
nasty Whites, to avoid wasting their homicidal talents on members of
their own race, and, instead, to treat the Whites as they deserve; they
are now sniping at automobiles from overpasses but will doubdess become more self-confident. In Milwaukee, a nigger alderman, probably
elected by feeble-minded Whites, announced that if he is not reelected,
his Black Panther MiHda will start shooting Whites on the streets, and,
firrthermore, he announced over a very popular television program that
if die WWte swine do not provide $3,000,000,000,000 (three trillion
dollars) worth of luxuries for his race by 1995, the niggers will declare
open war on the pale-faced boobs. Knowing this, the witch-doctors in
American churches continue to babble about "love" and "understanding." Remember, most of the Christian witch-doctors are Aryans.
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So are the congregations that not only listen to them but even pay
them for their racial treason. Are those Aryans fit to live?
• In South Africa, a majority of the Aryans voted to. go the way of
Rhodesia, now a stinking jungle in which the boss apeman has just
decreed confiscation of all the property of the Whites who remained in what had been their country, largely because they had
been virtually imprisoned in it by a "law" forbidding them to take
with them any money or other property if they left the jungle.
(The decree applies to WTiite men and women; remember that the
Sheenies have repeatedly boasted that they are not a White race.)
The vicious animals, put in power by American "anti-colonialism,"
are now massacring the elephants so that Sheenies can profit by
smuggling ivory into Europe and selling it at very high prices.
• The suicide of the Aryans in South Africa was only what was to
be expected for more than a decade (see Liberty Bell, December
1983), The English-speaking population was so degenerate that
they made an Anglican Archbishop out of a pint-sized creature
called Tutu, who resembles an orang-utan with mange and jabbers
with hatred of White men. The Africaans-speaking population was
so degenerate they were willing to sacrifice their children for a bit
of profit expected from relaxation of the "sanctions" imposed by
degenerate Aryans in the United States and Europe. For the majority that voted racial suicide, one neither can nor should feel
the slightest compassion, and most Americans are so stupid and
venal they will not feel pity for the intelligent minority of South
Africans and the innocent children who will be the victims of the
majority's depravity.
• In North America, Europe, and Australia, Aryans are not producing a sufficient number of offspring to maintain their race.
Niggers breed like guinea pigs everywhere, and, now that the
White nations work for them, they, despite the mitigating effects
of the African Plague (commonly called "AIDS") and the highest
rate of infant mortality, will double their numbers every twenty to
twetity-five years.
• Throughout the world, Aryans are showing utimistakable symptoms of either inibecility or a latent death-wish. The cause is not
certain. One can speculate about the consequences of more than two
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centuries of dysgenic breeding and legislation. If the Jewish biologist. Dr. Alfred Nossig, is right, much may be attributed to Yiddish poisoning of Aryan blood-lines. One could adapt Robert
Ardrey's hypothesis about the mountain gorillas, that species have
a collective subconscious that governs their conduct and becomes
aware when a species has become biologically obsolete. The most
hkely primary cause, in my opinion, is Christianity, a religion that
is the negation of life, and is a kind of racial "AIDS," which, over
two millennia, progressively sapped and finally destroyed our race's
immune system, i.e.,, its consciousness of its racial identity.
• Please do not talk about the beauty and nobiUty of our culture.
If you do, you are merely Narcissus, admiring yourself in a mirror.
The real world takes no account of such artificial and fragile
things. In the real world all that counts is power, such as you
once had and threw away while you were sniveling over your
Christian virtues.
The only test of biological superiority is the ability to survive,
and by that test there can be no doubt about Nigger Superiority.
So far as we can now foresee, and subject only to what the Jews
may decide to do with the savages they are now using as a lethal
weapon against us, this planet will swarm with niggers long after
our race has vanished and been forgotten, for History will vanish
with it—unless, perchance, the Mongolians, under Japanese rule,
successfully defend themselves against the Sheenies and retain an
interest in their own past, mentioning, in some footnote, a race
from which they learned much but which was too stupid and
craven to defend itself

IT'S GAME TIME AGAIN
Some Populist Parties^—^I know not how many—are now promoting the candidacy for the Presidency of Colonel James Gritz,
who hkes to be called 'Bo,' a mildly derisive epithet rather than a
nickname.^ If he published his Called to Serve (Sandy Valley, CaU1. The "bo' is an appellation or epithet of uncertain origin, not a personal sobriquet. It appears in the words Taobo,' Taoy' (in the original
sense of Tcnave, varlet,' which persisted in English to the time of
Shakespeare, and accounts for the British colonial use of 'boy' for
a native servant), 'bohunk' (erroneously explained as a compound of
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fornia; Lazarus Publishing C o . , 1991) to promote his candidacy, i t
is certainly the longest (c. 700 pages), weightiest (3'/4 lb.), and most
interesting piece of'campaign literature' ever published. I shall not,
however, treat it as 'campaign literature.' I shall assume that the
author is expressing his o w n beliefs and opinions,"^ not just scatteri n g boob-bait compounded by a staff o f professional liars.
T h e C o l o n e l is a soldier w i t h great experience i n the k i n d o f
desperate warfare o f w h i c h the general public knows nothing; he is
the most honored and decorated commander o f the Special Forces,
commonly k n o w n as the Green Berets; he has an intense loyalty to
a patriot's conception o f the U n i t e d States; he has risked his life and
fought w i t h extraordinary courage for his country m a n y times; and
he has had the even greater courage to confront and denounce the
alien government diat n o w rules the U n i t e d States and to identify
some of its masters. H e is entided to our'respect and gratitude. That
makes it Impossible to review this book i n detail widiin die limited space
of a periodical such as Liberty Bell, and extremely difficult to review it
summarily without either favor or injustice to its earnest author.
After some information about the miUtary family o f w h i c h the
author is a scion a n d his o w n family, the book deals w i t h five
distinct but often overlapping subjects, videlicet: (1) the author's
Bohemian + Hungarian, the word is generally used to designate a
white, loutish and hulking male of the lowest social class; in early Canadian usage it was applied to itinerants who were "hobos' but claimed
to be looking for work), "bubo' (not, of course, the medical term; it
seems to be German bube, a cognate of "boy" in the original meaning),
and possibly "bogie,' the spectre being thought of as male. "Bo' does not
seem connected with beau, meaning either a dandy or a woman's admirer or i n its basic meaning, "handsome.' It is apparently less pejorative than the epithet 'guy,' which, of course, implies that the person to
whom it is applied is a grotesque, perhaps tatterdemahon, and certainly ludicrous figure, comparable to the figures stuffed with' straw
that are burned in England on Guy Fawkes Night. Acquiescence in
derisive epithets seems to be common in some masculine groups.
2. That the Colonel wrote the book that bears his name seems attested
by the fairly numerous syntactical and lexical errors. A 'ghost writer"
who could produce this appearance of authenticity by simulating errors
at points where they seem uncontrived and natural would be so artful
and cunning as to be at the very top of his profession—and correspondingly expensive.
is
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adventures i n V i e t n a m ; (2) the Americans w h o are n o w held prisoner i n V i e t n a m a n d adjacent territories; (3) the fake "war o n
drugs" promoted b y the principal operators i n the production and
sale o f narcotics; (4) a descripdon o f the Special Forces, c o m m o n l y
k n o w n as the Green Berets, o f the U . S . A r m y , a n d die k i n d o f
warfare for w h i c h they are trained; and (5) an assessment o f the
parlous, i f not.desperate, position o f the American people today.
T h e best and most succinct description o f the "war" i n V i e t n a m
as experienced b y the soldiers o f our regular A r m y is The L.B.J.
Brigade, by " W i l l i a m W i l s o n , " ^ published by the Apocalypse Press
i n Los Angeles i n 1966. I regret that I cannot tell y o u where copies
may n o w be obtained. It is the book y o u should read, if, for example, y o u are to understand the outrage perpetrated on Lieutenant
W i l l i a m L . Galley, Jr., w h o , to further the demoralization o f die
American A r m y , was sent to prison for having obeyed orders to
minimize the loss o f life i n the detachment o f w h i c h he was i n
command. H e d i d not understand that the "war" i n V i e m a m was
fought and managed for the purpose o f k i l l i n g and m a i m i n g as
many y o i m g Americans as possible.
T h e present book w i l l n o t help y o u understand that aspect o f
the war. C o l o n e l Gritz, a distinguished officer i n the Special Forces,
fought a quite different k i n d o f war, i n w h i c h he believed, and may
even n o w believe, that he was fighting for his country. (I use the
term advisedly, for he seems not to k n o w die difference between a
country and a nation.)
T h e techniques o f this k i n d o f warfare I shall consider later, but
it involves operations by very small detachments o f Green Berets
w i t h i n enemy territory or i n the n o man's land between that territory and positions held by American forces. Some o f these detachments consisted o f only G r i t z and one or two W h i t e subordinates i n
command o f a small body o f irregular native mercenaries, c o m m o n l y C a m b o d i a n s , chosen for their a b i d i n g hatred o f the
Vietoamese.
3. The author, certainly an American officer of some intermediate
rank, prudently concealed his identity under a pseudonym obviously
taken from Edgar Allan Foe. As for the implications of this choice of a
nom de guerre, your conjectures will be as good as mine.
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Colonel Grltz reports many perilous and desperate missions,
which, though told without the literary art of narration, will hold
your attention as tales of adventure, but I shall not attempt to
decide which are the most thrilling, and none seems noteworthy as
having had an appreciable effect on the progress and outcome of the
"war" in Vietnam.
After the well-planned debacle i n Vietnam, Colonel Gritz,
convinced that many American soldiers were still being held captive in Vietnam and adjacent territory, returned to the scene of his
earlier adventures. H e did so coverdy, having obtained a kind of
ambiguous official documentation that later served as a pretext for
persecuting him when the rulers in "Washington wanted to stifle
reports about the American soldiers who were (and still are) suffering a prolonged, painful, and degrading captivity. War Lord
Bushy himself is said to have issued orders to "get" Colonel Gritz
and silence him. Fortunately, the Colonel was tried by a jury that
Federal authorities had neglected to "fix" i n advance, and was
acquitted.
The long narrative of the way in which Gricz was secxedy enlisted by
dissident (i.e., patriotic) factions in the Army to undertake diat search for
the American prisoners, officially resigning firom die Army and undertaking, supposedly on private initiative (so that responsible officers could
plausibly deny all connection with, or knowledge of, die scheme), a
covert operation, and the almost endless vicissitudes of the project, with
clandestine attempts to abort it by other military factions and governmental agencies, is a lesson on the present intricately tangled state of
American military services, which now resembles the Gordian Knot
Gritz fmally reached Vietnam, accompanied by three former
comrades, one of whom broke under stress and became a liabiUty,
since his past comradeship and record deterred Gritz from killing
him, as, stricdy speaking, it was his duty to do in order to eliminate
a serious handicap. Gritz and his two useful subordinates, having
with diem the most advanced equipment for guerilla combat die
4. I speak of his duty in the field as a commander of the Green Berets;
see below. It is interesting to note that when the man whose courage
broke returned to the United States, he proved to be a moral weakling
as well, becoming a venal traitor to his commander, seriously endangering
the mission, and causdng the death of a very useful native informant.
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Army could supply, enlisted native mercenaries to conduct the
search.
After many adventures and close escapes from death, principally
in Laos, Colonel Gritz and his White subordinates obtained a great
deal of information about Americans held captive i n and about
Viemam, but did not succeed i n rescuing a single one^ partly because they were continually harassed from Washington.
It was in the course of this search that Gritz came into contact
with the very extensive and lucrative production of heroin and similar narcotics in Southeast Asia, and he eventually reached an Oriental counterpart of our Bushy, Khun Sa, the Burmese War Lord who
controls the region called the Golden Triangle, which produces the
larger part of all the heroin now used by addicts i n the United
States and Europe. (Cocaine is imported from South America.)
Khun Sa pretended to disapprove of his land's most profitable
industry, which has made Burma^ the richest nation i n Southeast
Asia, and gave Colonel Gritz a wealth of information on the segments of the American government that import and sell heroin in
this country. The extremely lucrative business is controlled by the
C . L A , of which our War Lord was once the official director and
who must, of course, have been involved in the business to that
extent at least.
5. Gritz avoids the word and even seems to ignore the real motivation
of the natives who helped him, member of a hated race and even more
hated as an American. An examination of the record will convince you
that his native operatives betrayed him more often than he admits. Of
course, the perpetual civil war in progress among the natives gave
some of the natives an additional interest in serving the Americans
when that was detrimental to an opposing faction.
6. The rulers of Burma recently changed its name to Myanmar; I do
not know whom they are trying to fool. Burma is a nation because the
native population has run out of the country the many Hindus and
Chinese who once controlled its economy, and almost all of the "refugees" who have entered it from time to time. The Burmans are a Mongoloid race of Tibetan origin who invaded and occupied the country in
the Ninth Century. The racially diverse enclaves of peoples of Siamese
origin (Shin, Karen) are usually kept under effective control. As everyone knows, Burma was once an orderly and well-governed British colony, but was turned loose when our race finally succumbed to the
Judaeo-Christian virus.
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"Democratic" Warfare
The Special Forcesfightthe "democratic" modern type of warfare
by methods that may shock you if you retain in your mind any belief
in the standards and ethics of civilized warfare that are instinctive to
our race and prevailed during the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries. That now obsolete code was repudiated as nations came under
Jewish control, and die last nadon that tried to observe it was Germany under the National Socialist regime. Some vestiges of it lingered
among the older oflScers of Britain—especially in the British Navy/—
and of the United States, the two Aryan nations which had taken the
lead in repudiating the concept of civilized warfare, replacing it with
the more pragmatic standards of sophisticated savages and Jews.
The old standards of warfare depended on the Aryan and, indeed, essentially Nordic conception of honor, which Jews and their
Judaized subjects think ridiculous. The honor of commanders made
them not only themselves refrain from certain "dishonorable" acts,
but also prevent the commission of such acts by the men under
their command. Some things were "not done." War was waged by
armies against armies, not against civilians, who were to be spared
even financial loss and hardships as much as possible; one did not
kiU women and children; there were legitimate ruses de guerre that
everyone recognized, but one did not wage war treacherously;
enemy soldiers who were captured or surrendered were prisoners of
war, to be treated with decent consideration according to their rank;
and one respected and admired the valor of brave adversaries.
While Aryan nations retained their natural instincts, they
fought bravely in their national wars,^ sometimes even chivalrously,
7. Cf. Liberty Bell, April-May 1991, p. 96.
8. That is, wars in the interest of the nation or its ruling d3Tiasty. I thus
exclude wars of religion, which were noted for their hideous atrocities,
committed largely by enraged dvilians or armies that got out of the
control of their commanders. (Few military men could equal the Duke of
"Wellington's strictly disciplined control of his army, which invaded
France without despoiling or terrorizing the French population.) When
Aryans become crazed with Judaic superstitions and engage in a war
with Satan, they naturally seek to exterminate persons who hold incorrect opinions about the composition of their 3-in-l god and must obviously be Satan's agents. When this baneful effect of Christianity waned,
largely as a result of empirical demonstration that Jesus & Co., Inc.,
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but never unscrupulously. The only partial exception was in intelligence services, which were subject to the rule that agents sent "into
the field" (i.e., into other countries) must never be commissioned
officers, because commissioned officers were gentlemen, and the
kinds of deception and corruption practiced by spies could not be
practiced by honorable men. Of course, all that has changed, now
that the rage for "equaHty" has made gentlemen like dinosaurs, a
picturesque but extinct species.
To the modernized mind, civilized warfare seems quaint and
silly. Your army should avoid battle with enemy armies as much as
possible, and instead attack and destroy the unarmed and helpless
civilian population, • because that is safer and they can be slain in
much greater numbers and with much more fun. That policy is
obviously correct, because the unarmed civilians are the real enemies since theyfinanceand supply the opposing army, so use your
most advanced weapons to kill as many of them as possible and
proudly display your talent for savagery and sheer frightfulness, as
the British and Americans did when serving their Jewish masters
against Germany in 1939-1945. Rape women to degrade them, but,
preferably, kill them when they are no longer amusing. Women
bear children and children grow up to become adult enemies, so kill
them, and, if you are in a playful mood, torture themfirst.Enemy
soldiers who think they are dealing with civilized enemies are fools:
accept their trusting surrender, disarm them, and then treacherously
massacre them or betray them to their enemies or imitate the foul
mongrel, Eisenhower, and his Soviet colleagues: murder them
slowly and with maximum suffering in prison camps. When you
capture the noblest of the enemy, murder them after torturing them
and degrading them in an obscene parody of a trial for "war
crimes." There is nothing so vile that you should not do it whenever
it is expedient or entertaining—do it without hesitation and with
inner amusement at the old fuddy-duddies who have a silly weakwere either unable or unwilHng to champion the party of the True
Faith (whatever that was), the addiction to the mental drug called
righteousness sought an outlet in disastrous social agitation of one
kind or another, such as caused the French Revolution and the dissolution of the American Republic in 1861.
^
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ness called scruples. As for the tax-paying herds in your own country, you can keep them befuddled with gabble about "human
rights," "world peace," and your own lofty moral principles. A l l this
is simply a practical application of what Americans call "democracy." They love it.
It was only natural that the Americans were the first Aryan
nation to repudiate military ethics in the orgy of blood-thirsty righteousness they called a Civil War, lying to themselves, almost as
though they had a subliminal conscience that had to be soothed.
Sherman's March to the Sea especially shocked the British, who
were certain no civilized nation could be capable of such atrocities,—and who imitated it when the Jews nudged them into acdon
in South Africa in 1899.
You must keep this hurried sketch of up-to-date warfare in
mind when you consider the Green Berets.
The ^lite troops selected for detachment to the Special Forces
early adopted as their insigne a green beret adorned with a
death's head i n imitation of famous German regiments; this was
finally recognized as official by President Kennedy, who thereby
earned the gratitude of these extraordinary soldiers, including
Colonel Gritz.
The Green Berets are a corps of especially "tough" men, selected for their physical prowess and stamina and their mental acuity and agility. They undergo a rigorous training in all the methods
of clandestine killing, from karate, in which Gritz holds a very
advanced degree (as does his present wife!) to the use of highly
elaborate and sophisticated weapons, from ingenious bombs to concealed poisons, from silenced machine guns to rifles for marksmen who hit their targets i n total darkness, using, of course,
invisible infra-red radiation. They are experts at setting and detecting booby traps. They are masters of all the techniques of
successful infiltration and assassination. They must, of course, be
totally unscrupulous and utterly ruthless i n carrying out whatever
mission is delegated to them by their military superiors. "Theirs
not to reason why."
Colonel Gritz, who estimates that he has himself killed about
four hundred men individually, also had his men murder prisoners
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when it was clearly expedient to do so, and did not hesitate to use
torture to extract information, although he did censure wanton
indulgence In sadistic urges.^ He confesses to having felt pity several
times when his indulgence i n it could have endangered an
operation, although i n the event it did not prevent success.
T h i s marks h i m as a less than perfect member of Special
Forces.
The Green Berets, who are under Aimy command, are obviously much more efficient than the operatives of the C.I.A. who
undertake similarly unconventional errands. You must honor them
as heroes, even i f you deplore the necessities of "democratic" warfare.

How Treason Prospers
I suspect that Colonel Gritz had his first misgivings when he
saw that the "war" i n Vietnam was managed to ensure a disgraceful
American defeat after the greatest feasible loss of American lives and
the greatest feasible burden on Tknerican tax-payers to stimulate
their gradual reduction to open slavery. A n d it was probably his
experiences in seeking the American captives in Vietnam that finally
proved to him that the United States is governed by enemies of the
American people.
He is shrewd. H e rightly sees that the boobs first put the
noose about their necks when they subjected themselves to the
Federal Reserve and the Income Tax. H e realizes that the uncomprehending Americans are the subjects and victims of a
vast international conspiracy, of which he identifies some segments.
As an expert in such operations, he analyses the C.I.A.'s assassinations of President Kennedy, his brother, "Bobby Sox" Kennedy,

9. He mentions a certain Captain D'Jan (what racial muddle is indicated by that name?) who, to obtain information a couple may not have
had, resorted to such means as burning off the woman's nipples while
her tortured but still conscious husband watched. D'Jan expected to be
commended for his ingenuity, and was surprised when Gritz, disapproving of such gratuitous cruelty, relieved him from duty and, knowing that D'Jan was also generally incompetent, sent him back to the
U.S., where he successfully advertised himself as a great hero of the
"war."
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and the obnoxious nigger named K i n g / ^ and comments on the
attempted assassinations of George Wallace, President Ford, and
Reagan,^ ^ who were either accidentally or designedly wounded but
not killed. H e also remarks on the ways these operations were covered up, most commonly by identifying and "framing" as the assassin a person who could not be guilty, or, as i n the case of the
assassination of Jackanapes Kennedy, by murdering the man falsely
accused and then killing oflF persons whose testimony could have
exposed the hoax contrived by Earl Warren to conceal the
facts.^2
10. The C.I.A. had a man named Ray convicted of the "crime." I have
intended for several years to review James Earl Ray's Tejuiessee Waltz,
the Making of a Political Prisoner (Saint Andrews Press, Saint A n drews, Tennessee; 1987). I have not yet seen his more recent and, I am
told, more explicit book. — King was both an habitual criminal (with a
record so foul that it has been sea;led up- until far into the next cent\iry) and a loud-mouthed but thoughtless agitator. It is reported that
the New York office of the Jews' National Association for the Advancement of the Colored People, sent a communication to the branch office
in New Orleans commenting on recent statements by the vicious nigger, who "could not open his mouth without putting his foot into it,"
and pointedly remarking that a dead martyr would be more useful
than a living embarrassment. But the C.I.A. would have needed no
reason for the killing other than a wish to stir up the niggers i n the
United States to more action against the White boobs who tax themselves to subsidize their natural enemies. The racial war, which is to
bring home to Americans all the joys that they bestowed on the Cambodians, Laotians, and Vietnamese, must, of course, be approached by
easy stages.
11. As was doubtless planned, Reagan, whether or not he knew of the
arrangement, sustained only a very slight wound that was not even
painful and could not conceivably have been infficted by the heavy pistol used by the man (named Hinkley) who did shoot some people. It is
uncertain whether Hinkley was a patsy, stimulated by C.I.A. agents to
attempt an assassination and covertly supervised to limit his fire to
expendable victims, or simply hired for a public perfonnance.- H e is
imprisoned i n a "mental hospital" to prevent him from explaining his
conduct.
12. Gritz missed the point that Warren must have been a member of
the conspiracy, as shown by his publicly reading, immediately after he
got the good news from Dallas but before he could be advised of what
had gone wrong i n the scheduled performance, a script that had been
prepared i n advance and did not take into account what had actually
happened.
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The last part of the book is an earnest, almost passionate, and
largely accurate (as far as it goes) description of the desperate situation of the American people today. Readers of this periodical already know most of the pertinent facts. It would be otiose to repeat
them here. One detail calls for comment that I must reserve for a
later discussion.

The Astounding Paradox
M y duty to you, dear reader, now constrains me to the disagreeable and almost painful task of giving you a significant bit of information you will be unwilling to believe.
Colonel Gritz is a fearless soldier with an heroic record. H e has
the keen and alert intelligence needed to survive when one is on his
own and surrounded by ruthless enemies. H e is a master of all the
techniques of covert warfare, including psychological aggression by
hypnosis and mind-blighting drugs. H e is a shrewdly logical observer of some contemporary events. But, i n a large area of his
mind, he has the mentality of an overgrown child. He is as much a
sucker for crude propaganda as the average ignorant and feckless
American.
The primary isource of his astonishing credulity is patent: he is
a Christian, indeed, a very simple-minded Christian. H e probably
believes all the tales in the Jew-Book, beginning with the silly story
about Adam, Eve, and the loquacious snake. He knows that his god
personally intervened to save George Washington at the time of
Braddock's defeat, and that furthermore "following the Revolutionary War God intervened and allowed us to establish this nation as a
beacon to all who would be free." What is more, "the foundation of
America is the Holy Bible," and so 'We must return America to God"!
But don't you worry, little boy. "The Identity Christian movement (Those who believe America is the new Zion and we are the
gathering tribes of Israel) continues to build until its membership
becomes self-sustaining." That will enable "those who choose to say
no to the new world order to survive....until they are called [up
yonder!] or the Christ^ ^—the true sovereign comes. God's loyal
13. It is to the Colonel's credit that, unlike so many ignorant Christians, he knows that 'Christ' is a title, not a family name.
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children are ultimately exalted over the destroyer and the guilty are
punished."
As for our immediate future, "Israel will be free to exploit the
w^orld's economy for some time. The anti-Christ will appear as will
the tribulation^ and the eventual wrath of God. The good news is
that those who keep the faith are promised to be caught up with
Christ who will seal the world against evil for a thousand
years."^^
Christianity, Uke spiritual "AIDS," has destroyed the Colonel's
racial immune system and leached from his mind awareness of his
own race. It has even made him deny his own experience.
Although alert members of other races soon learn to simulate
opinions and behavior that will profitably conciliate the favor of die
stupid "White Devils, the Colonel must have studied the mentality
of the mongrel Mongoloids he used so effectively i n Vietnam and
perceived how gready it differed from that of White men. But, as
Christians do, he probably told himself that the differences were
not innate, but caused by a kind of mental constipation that
could be cured with a stiff dose of the spiritual emetic called
Jesus.
In his youth Gritz (who is now 53) evidently swallowed and
relished the hogwash administered in the schools about the glories
of our great ochlocracy ("majority rule"), deceptively called "democracy," with its stinking Melting Pot of races made equal in
degradation. That has made him so obstinately unaware of racial
realities that, believe it or not, he inveighs against the nasty "Fas14. Christians can simply take your breath away. Some years ago an
aged but distinguished civil engineer traveled two thousand miles to
ask me—Twe, of all people!—whether the Tribulation would precede or
follow the Rapture!
15. I am sure Gritz, as a veteran of Special Forces, will take the precaution of putting on the best insulated underwear and outer clothing
the Army provides for service within the Arctic Circle before he is
caught up to go rapturing and whirl around the Earth like an artificial
satellite in orbit. Ilie other True Believers are certain to be frozen stiff
in the cold of the upper atmosphere, and that should chill their Rapture. Or will Yahweh, instead of stopping the sun over a village in Asia
Minor, order it to turn up the heat until the stratosphere is as balmy
as an isle in the South Seas?
28
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cists" who enforce apartheid in South Africa and thus avert the
blessings of majority rule by the noble niggers!
He evidently believes in human freedom, but he commends
Jackanapes Kennedy, whom he admires and idealizes, for having
sent hordes of goons, dressed as Federal marshals, to teach the
White population of Mississippi that they have no rights of which
niggers disapprove.
He is simply a sucker for "leftists" everywhere because he imagines that they want "majority rule" and he so loves "freedom" that
he will approve every act of illegal and dictatorial oppression (e.g.,
in Greensboro, North CaroHna) to overawe or suppress "Fascists,"
who don't love his dear "leftists."
Although he is, I suspect, of German descent, he hates Germans, having gulped down aU the Jewish hokum about "Nazi
dreams of world conquest" and the awful "Holocaust" of the six
million Sheenies who were gassed and incinerated before they
swarmed into the United States. He is worried because there are
"10,000 Nazi war criminals" in the United States, who, he actually
believes!, are protected by the International conspiracy. It seems
never to occur to him that, assuming that the German soldiers did
everything with which the Kikes credit them, he, Colonel Gritz, is,
by his own admission, as much of a "war criminal" and could be
humiliated, tortured, convicted in a mock trial, and obscenely murdered by the Vietnamese or their sympathizers, including, of course,
American pacifists.
He is so naif that he believes all the propaganda about "democratic" and "Fascist" factions in the countries in Central and South
America i n which the C.I.A. creates trouble and civil war. (In Nicaragua, for example, noble, freedom-loving "Sandinistas," versus
wicked, oppressive, Fascistic "Contras," etc.) He does not realize
that the imposition of One World requires a long period of constant turmoil in all countries^—^turmoil and civil wars excited by use
of whatever antagonisms can be best exploited, e.g., between land
owners and peasants in San Salvador, between Serbs, Croatians, and
Slovenes in Yugoslavia, between Sunni and Shl'ite Moslems in Iraq,
16. He wrote, of course, before the recent consummation of treason in
South Aftica and the suicide of its infatuated and degenerate Aryan
population.
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between Hindus and Sildis in India, between Cambodians and
Vietoamese in Southeast Asia, and so on, around the globe. The
busy boys of the C.I.A. know what they are doing.
The credulity with which he accepts blatant propaganda renders
suspect Colonel Gritz's information and conclusions about some
matters of importance, such as the African Plague.
I have reluctantly pointed out the misconcepdons and illusions
that deface Colonel Gritz's book and detract from the cogency of
his earnest effort to frustrate the death-wish that has been so deeply
implanted in the hearts of American boobs. You may, however,
profit from this illustration of the way in which incompatible and
even antithetical principles and beliefs can somehow coexist in a
good and eminendy practical mind.
The Candidate
I do not wish to discourage those who find amateur politics
more entertaining than playing golf, tennis, or pinochle. It is a
harmless game and may even do some good by making a few
Americans perceive what die immediate future will probably brifig
upon them.
If you are tempted to play the game with any hope of winning,
remember that: , .
•
1. Gritz, by the amazing naivet^ and credulity I have pardy
sketched above, has shown that he is incompetent for any position
of political power.
2. His incompetence really does not matter, for no man who is
friendly to Americans will ever be permitted to attain any significant measure of poUtical authority,
.
,
3. For a few more years, at least, the boobs will trot to polling
places to cast meaningless ballots for either Tweedledum or Tweedledee, but you may be quite sure that no free, election will ever
again be held in the United'States. I do, not exclude the remote
possibility that such elections inay be Jield in North America at
17. He believes thajb. the virus of "AIDS" M^as artificially created by the
biological warfare division of the U.S, Army in collusiijn with the
C.i.A., and wickedly tested by infecting noble niggers in Africa and
nice perverts in the U . ^ . This is the contention of two writers wliose
books I intend to examin'fe, together with several others, in a fairly long
article on the lethal disease.
•• .
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some time in a far distant future, although that seems extremely
improbable. The concept of political power based on election, preferably by a sensibly restricted electorate, is indigenous to our race
and so alien to all other races that their awkward simulations of our
procedures will be abandoned the moment they cease to be useful
for extracting concessions and subsidies from us. There are, furthermore, persuasive, though not quite conclusive, indications that the
concept of elections is most firmly held by, if not restricted to, the
Nordic segment of our race. At present, however, it seems that not
only Americans but Aryans generally throughout the world (e.g., in
South Africa) have lost the will to live and will become extinct, like
all species of animals that have become biologically unfit to survive.
It follows, therefore, that unless oiir race, and especially the Nordic
part of it, by some now unforeseeable and miraculous change; recovers from the epidemic dementia that is destroying it and regains
its pristine vigor in sufficient numbers to enable it to fight successfully its overwhelmingly numerous enemies, the territory that is
now the United States will be occupied by a race to which the
electoral concept is unintelligible and absui'd.
If, knowing all this, you will.enjoy promoting a candidate and
will feel triumphant if he is allowed to receive 0.2% of;die votes
cast, you may as well work for Colonel Gritz. You could do much
worse.
'
,
;
•

cm BONO?
Americans who do not read German readily will be glad to
know that the fine historical study by Ingrid Weckert, Feuerzeichen,
die "Reichskristallnacht" (Tubingen, 1981), which was reviewed in
Liberty Bellhy Dr. Charles E. Weber, J.anyary 1989, pp, 15-20, and
mentioned in the issije for April-May 1991, pp. 95-96; 104-105,
has been translated into English and published by t^e Institute fpT
Historical Review .(1822V2 Newport.Boulevard, Costa Mesa, California; 92627; paperback, $17.55 postpaid.)
The leaxned author contents herself with presenting facts attested by the. extant records concerning the incident that occurred
in 1938. She does not draw conclusions from them, for that;Would
have brought upon her'and her publisher jpunishmeht from Uie
Sheenies who own the gbverntneht diatAJnoerican idiolis impose on
merty6emMayJt99^

^^^^

the hapless and long-suflfering German people. (Why do you suppose that you are taxed to maintain an idle army, composed largely
of niggers and females, in Germany?)
I have often remarked on the Jews' contempt for the stupid
Aryan swine, ^ and the consequent carelessness with which they perpetrate their hoaxes, including their great Holohoax. There are
some good examples of such nonchalance in this book.
When the Kikes forged a letter from Heydrich to Goering,
gleefully attesting the destruction of 815 Jewish business estabhshments and the burning of 18 large department stores—
secure in the confidence that Aryan boobs would not wonder
how it happened that there were so many flourishing Jewish
businesses in a country in which God's Race was so vilely
persecuted—they forged the letter on a letterhead that had
been obsolete for a year and a half, with a telephone number
of a type that no longer existed, forged a signature in a form
that Heydrich had never used and which Goering would have
regarded as insolent, and got the address of Goering wrong!
(Weckert, pp. 65-67.)
That was only typical of many clumsy Yiddish forgeries and
faked evidence to support their yelping about the horrible night on
which Germans broke the sacred glass windows of Jewish stores,
including some of the large and prosperous department stores
which, in Germany at that time, were almost all owned by
Yahweh's godly parasites.
The Kristallnachtfittedperfecdy into the Zionists' strenuous
efforts to provoke the Germans into harming sacred Sheenies for
the dual purpose of
(1) inciting a migration of Jews to Palestine in preparation for the
mass invasion of Arab territory and the foundation of the bandit
state called Israel; and
(2) creating a basis for propaganda in preparation for the attack on
Germany that was to be launched by Roosevelt, Stalin, and their
half-English stooge, Churchill.
The Zionists' scheme was described and documented with photographic excerpts from their own writings by a what is almost a
1. E.g., Liberty Bell, November 1986, pp. 17-19.
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prodigy in our time, an honest and honorable Jew,^ the late J. G.
Burg (Ginsburg) in his Schuld oder Schicksal? (Munich, 1962), of
which, so far as I know, there is no English translation.
In the present book you now have in English a detailed description of one of the World Conquerors' numerous efforts to incite in
Germany the "Holocaust" they had to invent after their victory over
our race and civilization in 1945. And the fiction about die
Kristallnacht, which they imposed on gullible Aryans by their ownership of politicians and the press, is itself a good and typical example of the forgeries and hoaxes by which the predatory race has
flourished ever since it appeared in history, a misfortune to mankind.
Since the hullabaloo in the poison-pen press in the United
States excited some indignation among American simpletons at the
time, the Kristallnacht, by the way, points two neat lessons:
(1) If Americans did not suffer from their morbid itch to meddle in
other people's business while neglecting their own, they would have
responded to the accounts in the press, however exaggerated, with
indifference, aware that what happened was none of their business,
and that Germany had a right to manage her own affairs in her own
interest.
(2) Everyone who had a modicum of common sense and was willing to exercise it must have seen at once that the doctrine of cut
bono?y^as applicable, because the reported outbreaks had occurred
simultaneously in many parts of Germany, and therefore could not
have been spontaneous expressions of local indignation against the
despoilers, such as account for most of the so-called 'pogroms' in
Czarist Russia. The outbreaks must therefore have been ordered by
either a government or a formidable conspiracy against that government.
2. M r . Burg thought of himself as a Jew and obviously had a Jewish
father. I do not know the race of his mother, and hence cannot tell you
whether or not he was considered a real Jew according to that race's
definition. He testified on behalf of Ernst Ztindel i n the recent trial i n
Canada, where Ziindel is being persecuted by the Jews' Canadian variety for expressing disbelief i n Jewish hoaxes that are used to intimidate and swindle Aryans i n Germany and throughout the world.
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Since the small amount of damage and prompt governmental
action to restore order prevented a substantial increase in the number of Jews persuaded to emigrate, the German government obviously derived no conceivable advantage from the window-breaking;
it would have been ludicrous to imagine a conspiracy of glaziers; die
incidents, therefore, were advantageous only to die race that was
trying to excite dnimosity against a nadon which was trying to
recover full possession of its own coimtry. Thus the double dative
rule should have rendered further inquiry unnecessary, and a little
rational thought in 1938 should have cautioned Americans to disregard thereafter all similar performances by the Masters of Deception.
^

WHICH WAF, WESTEKJV 2MAN?
SURVIVAL MANUAL FOR T H E WHITE RACE
William Gayley Simpson has spent a lifetime of keen observation,
careful analysis, and d e ^ reflection developing the pnncipal thesis of his book: that the single, undying purpose of all human
activity should be the ennobling of man In support of this thesis he looks at the foundations of Western Society at the structure of our government, at the effect of technology and industnalization on man, at the roles of the sexes at economics,
and at race The book goes to the roots of the problems
facing the White Race today, and it shows the ways in
which White society must be changed if the race is to survive Which Way Western Man"? is an encyclopedic work
whose conclusions can be ignored by no one with a sense
of responsibility to the future

For your copy of Which

Way Western Man-^ send $17 50 including postage and
handling for the softback edition {Order No 22003) to.

LIBERTY BELL PUBLICATIONS
Box 21. Reedy WV 25270 USA,
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Here's How To Control People

The difference between true education and vocational training has been cleverly blurred.
H e r e are a f e w tips o n
how very smart people can Observations
control other people. If any of
by
this rings a bell—well, then, Charley Ree«e
wake up.
.^^-^.r,^
The first principle of peo- ,
r^'-'ih^ "
pie control is not to let them know you are controlling them. If
people know, this knowledge will breed resentment and possibly
rebellion, which would then reqiiire brute force and terror—an
old-fashioned, expensive and not 100 percent certain method of
control.
It is easier than you think to control people indirectiy, to manipulate them into thinking what you want them to think and
doing what you want them to do.
One basic technique is to keep them ignorant. Educated people are not as easy to manipulate. Abolisliing public education or
restricting access to education would be the direct approach. That
would spill the beans. The indirect approach is to control the education they do receive.
It's possible i n our time to be a Ph.D., a doctor, a lawyer, a
businessman, a journalist, or an accountant, just to name a few examples, and at the same time be an uneducated person. The difference between true education and vocational training has been
cleverly blurred i n our time so that we have people successfully
practicing their vocations while at the same time being totally ignorant of the larger issues of the world i n which tiiey live.
The most obvious s y m p t o m is their absence of original
thought. Ask them a question and they will end up reciting what
someone else thinks or thought the answer is or was. What do
they think? W e l l , they never thought about it. Their education
consisted of learning how to use the library and cite sources.
Tliat greatiy simplifies things for tiie controller because witii
lots of money, university endowments, foundations, grants and
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ownership of media, i f s relatively easy to control who they will
think of as authorities to cite in lieu of doihg their own thirJcing.
Another technique is to keep them entertained. Roman emperors did not. stage circuses and gladiator contests because they
didn't have television. We have television because we don't have
circuses and gladiator contests. Either way, the purpose is to keep
the people's minds .focused on entertainment, sports, and peripheral political issue's. That way you won't have to worry that they
will ever figure out the real issues that allow you to control them.
Just as a truly educated person is difficult to control, so too is
an economically independent person. Therefore you want to create conditions that w i l l produce people who work for wages,
since wage earners have littie control over their economic destiny.
You'll also want to control the monetary, credit and banking system.
This vdll allow you to inflate the currency and make it next to i m possible for wage-earners to accumulate capital. Y o u can also
cause periodic deflations to collapse the small businesses, family
farms and entrepreneurs, including independent community
banks.
To keep trade unions under control, y o u just promote a
scheme that allows you to shift production jobs out of the country
and bring back the products as imports (if s called free trade).
This way you'll end up with no unioi\ or docile unions.
Another technique is to buy both political parties so that after
awhile people will feel that no matter whether they vote for Candidate A or Candidate B, they v^U get the same policies. This vdll
create great apathy and a belief that the political process is useless
for effecting real change.
Pretty soon you will have a population that feels completely
helpless, and thinks the bad things happening to them are nobody i n particular's fault, just a result of global forces or evolution or some other disembodied abstract concept. If necessary,
you can offer scapegoats.
Then you can bleed them dry without having to worry overly
much that one of them will sneak into your house one night and
cut your throat. If you do it right, they won't even know whose
throat deserves cutting.
. •
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Here Comes The Revolution—
Ready or Not!
by
Eric Thomson

I am a White Nationalist. A s such, I believe that Our Race is
Our Nation. The original, non-Zionist meaning of tiie word " N a tion" meant a People. It had notiiing to do with a particular geographical boundary. The Zionists, on the other hand, imposed
upon most of us their definition of "Nation", which tiiey define as
a piece of land or a political state, no matter what race or races
live within such often arbitrary lines on the map. Too many of us
today are confused because we use the Zionist definition of " N a tion", rather than the true biological meaning.
As a White Nationalist I seek no domination over other races.
I am not a White Supremacist and we should not let tiie Zionists
brand us as such. I want Our Race to be free to choose our form of
government and our government's policies. I want self-government for Our Race i n our own living space. Tlie realization of the
following 15 points would achieve for us these goals and would
guarantee for us the continuity of White Civilization:
1. To provide White People with a political party which represents their interests as White People.
2. To rid ourselves of Zionist welfare state socialism.
3. To unify tiae White Tribes of the world.
4. To halt our racial retreat from victory.
5. To remove tlie alien exploiters and parasites from our midst.
6. To free ourselves from the irresponsible tyranny of organized crimes, bloated bureaucracy, big business, big labor, and secret societies.
7. To regain national control of our money from the Zionist
bankers of the Federal Reserve.
8. To re-establish White Law and White Order in a White Society and thereby, to return Our Nation to the path of progress.
9. To rid our society of crime and degeneracy.
• 10. To create a White Society i n which our racial virtues of
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honesty, integrity, and responsibility shall be promoted instead of
punished.
11. To protect the family, which is the basis of our society and
of Our Race.
12. To ensure that honest labor and not sterile speculation is
rewarded.
• 13. To separate the Races into self-governing Nationstates.
14. To provide healthy and productive activities of which our
youth can be proud.
15. To remove alien control from White Culture, which is the
source of our spiritual nourishment, and from the professions on
which we depend in our hour of need.
I think that our fellow White Nationalists would agree with
these points and could probably come up with ones in addition
which would also be desirable. But even if we all agree about the
goals which we want Our Race to achieve, we must be careful and
discriminating about the means we choose, otherwise we may
needlessly suffer death or imprisonment at the hands of our Zionist oppressors, and no racial revolution will be won. This is the lesson which brave Aryan Warriors like Bob Mathews and members
of The Order paid for, with their lives and their freedom, to teach
us. We owe to them and to ourselves the respect of studying their
example very carefully in order to make ourselves more effective
and less vulnerable to enemy action, for White Nationhood can
only be won through Wliite Revolution.
Revolutions are going on all around us, for revolutions are
nothing more than changes which alter the way we live. The automobile altered more drastically the way in which most people
live today than have most changes of government. The use of
electricity in this century changed our lives so much that hardly
anyone anywhere can even think of doing without it. Some revolutions which have produced changes in government have been
violent, but violence is not the sole producer of revolutions, as we
have seen in the cases of automobiles and electricity.
Let's look at political revolutions, for that is what we, as
White Nationalists, want in order to free ourselves from the Zionist Occupation Government. Don't be scared of the word "polish — LiheHy Bell I May 1992

tics", for politics means nothing more nor less than "peoplepower". The rule taught to us by history is that politics is defensive. People form political groups when they have or believe that
they have something worth protecting, something they don't want
to lose. Unfortunately, most White people are not aware that they
have everything to lose by going along as they are now and by not
organizing themselves politically as White People.
Another rule of history is that revolutions are conservative.
People have never fought very hard for something they have
never had, but they will fight very hard to keep or to restore
something they already had. Two recent examples of conservatism underlying revolutions are those of National Socialism and
Communism or Bolshevism. What did the National Socialists
promise the German people? Freedom, bread, work and honor! A
government of the people, by the people and for the people! National Socialism did not come about in Germany without a long and
hard fight, but it was not a military victory or coup d'tot which
brought National Socialism to power. It was a free election.
Russia is the other recent example, and a very bloody one, of
revolution. World War I had brought the civilian population to
Hie point of starvation. Millions of young men had been lost in a
useless, unnecessary and disastrous war. The people were starving in the cities because many of them had been thrown off the
land. So what did the Bolsheviks or Communists promise to get
people on their side? They promised bread, land and peace! What
did the Russian people have before the war? Bread, land and
peace. We all know or should know what the Russian people really got by supporting the Communists. They got tjTanny, terror
and very little bread. That is why revolutionary change is occurring right now in the Soviet slave empire. The people still hunger
for bread, land and peace. These privations they have suffered
under almost 80 years of Judaeo-Communist misrule.
So there is om lesson: people don't become revolutionary just
became they are 'fed-up'. They become ready for revolution when
they are under-fed or when they are deprived en masse of some
other key means of living. When such a situation exists, when the
broad majority of people are affected by important changes, tlien
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objective conditions for revolution exist. The people are ripe for
revolutionary leadership.
Any political system which cannot reward or punish people, because the people disdain its rewards and lose tlieir fear of its punishments, is doomed to collapse. In Judaeo-Communist Hungary, 1956,
the vast majority of the Hungarians felt themselves being squeezed
into extinction by the ever-increasing privations inflicted on them by
the Jewish dictatorship. There were no rewards, just the extension of
bare, miserable, depressing existence, and for what? One day, many
people gathered in the main square of Budapest, ostensibly in support of Polish people's grievances. When they saw how many tliey
were, they became encouraged to protest on behalf of Hungary. The
Zogdogs of the Hungarian secret police openedfibrefrom their headquarters building. The crowd had what it needed: rage and a target.
From thence the u p r i s i n g grew until its final betrayal b y the
Jewnighted States of America, whose propaganda had iiidted such
uprisings in Soviet satellite states since the beginning of the phony
"Cold War". Nahirally, the U.S.A. refused to help the Hungarians to
throw off their Judaeo-Communist yoke and the U.S.A. even prevented Spain from flying i n some anti-tank gtins to stop the Soviet
invaders. Needless to say, on that first day of the uprising, Zogdogs
had to be very quick on their feet and good at disguising themselves, for it was open season on the Judaeo-Communist police. Tlie
Hungarian revolution failed, not only from betrayal by the U.S.A.,
but also from poor, unprepared leadership and lack of organization.
Certainly, objective conditions were present i n Hungary i n
1956, but what happens when a revolution is attempted without
such objective conditions? T w o examples are those of Leon
Trotsky (Bronstein) and Ernesto " C h e " Guevara. Both of these
leaders attempted to change the popular will by military means,
"the propaganda of the deed". Despite his having the entire Red
A r m y under his ruthless command, Trotsky-Bronstein could not
communize Western Europe. O n the contrary, his military force
was met by opposing nationalist military forces and stopped.
Poles, Latvians, Lithuaiuans, Germans, Hungarians, Romaniaris,
Czechs, Slovaks et al. were not willing to accept the "worker's
paradise" promised by the Jew commissars of Bolshevism. In due
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course, Trotsky-Bronstein was replaced by "Stalin" (Djugashvili
or "Son of a Jew" i n \i\e Georgian dialect). "Stalin" carried out the
orders of his Jew-Bankster masters in N e w York by declaring "Socialism i n one country" and by murdering Trotsky-Bronstein.
Ernesto " C h e " Guevara thought he would rally all of Latin
America to the Red flag of Judaeo-Communism, witliout consulting the people whom he was intending to 'liberate". He tiiought
that Latin America was a gigantic tinderbox which only required
a "spark" of "armed struggle" to ignite into Red Revolution. Here
and there, his armed band of foreign commies would attack an
isolated military post or police station. Then they would race up
and down the muddy village street in a captured government vehicle, shouting " i V i v a la revoluci6n!" until some of the natives
woke up. When the "revolutionaries" had departed, they went
right back to sleep. A t last, Guevara and his dwindling supporters
were isolated and run to ground i n the Bolivian jungles. Result?
Guevara dead. N o revolution. Why? N o objective conditions.
A s we saw i n the examples of National Socialism and Communism, objective conditions for revolution can come about, but
the question is, who shall take advantage of them and i n what direction shall the revolution go?
If the lights went out, all over Nortli America, we would be
living in a revolutionary situation. N o one would be able to carry
on as before. Most work and transportation would shut down, as
would most of our comforts and recreations. Try watching T V
without electricity. Three of our most important necessities for
living w o u l d be lacking or severely reduced: water, food and
heat. Without electricity, water could not be pumped and even if
the main p u m p i n g station could operate, high-rise buildings
would lack water, because they rely upon electric pumps. Fresh
foods would spoil without refrigeration and few oil or gas furnaces can be operated without electricity. Cars and trucks would
run out of fuel because filling stations would have no electricity
witli which to run their pumps.
We see the results of even brief power outages i n our cities:
Looting and violence by non-WWtes begin after a few minutes of
general blackout. If the lights were to remain off for days_or
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weeks, w e w o u l d not recognize our cities.
R e v o l u t i o n a r y conditions can be brought about, b u t certainly
not i n the w a y described i n The Turner Diaries or Hunter nor i n the
w a y attempted b y Bob Mathews. O r revolutionary conditions
m a y come about a l l b y themselves, l i k e the A I D S P l a g u e w h i c h
tlireatens the lives of everyone.
. A I D S is a t y p i c a l example of a n objective c o n d i t i o n for r e v o lution. The masses of asses d o not recognize it as such a n d those
w h o do see that A I D S w i l l radically alter the w a y w e live w a n t to
postpone changing their w a y s as l o n g as possible. This is the w a y
m a n y Russians behaved d u r i n g the r e v o l u t i o n w h i c h the Jewish
B o l s h e v i k s t o o k o v e r . T h e s e R u s s i a n s " d i d n ' t w a n t to k n o w "
about it. M a n y of them d i e d h o r r i b l y , w i t h o u t even resisting the
K h a z a r k i l l e r s . A f e w f i n a l l y m a n a g e d to escape to other c o u n tries, l e a v i n g most of their w e a l t h b e h i n d to the Jew murderers.
T h e t r a g e d y of the so-called R u s s i a n R e v o l u t i o n w a s that there
w a s n o R u s s i a n leadership. The tragedy for W h i t e R e v o l u t i o n is
that W h i t e p e o p l e s e e m u n p r e p a r e d to h e e d the w a r n i n g s of
s u c h leadership as n o w exists. W i t h o u t W h i t e leaders a n d W h i t e
followers, tliere can be n o W h i t e R e v o l u t i o n a n d w i t h o u t a W l i i t e
R e v o l u t i o n , there c a n be n o W h i t e S u r v i v a l a n d no W h i t e N a tionhood.
If the A I D S P l a g u e a n d the n o n - W h i t e P l a g u e c o n t i n u e i n
their virulence a n d the t y r a n n y of the Z . O . G . becomes m o r e dem a n d i n g a n d less r e w a r d i n g , W h i t e people m a y w a k e u p i n time
to save themselves w i t h revolutionary action under a W l i i t e r e v o l u t i o n a r y l e a d e r s h i p . T h e o n l y q u e s t i o n is, h o w h a r d a n d h o w
often m u s t W h i t e p e o p l e be k i c k e d i n o r d e r to w a k e t h e m a n d
h o w m a n y m u s t die before they b e g i n to hft e v e n one finger i n
defense of their lives?
For W h i t e leaders, the question is: W i l l w e take charge of our
r e v o l u t i o n the w a y the G e r m a n p e o p l e took charge of theirs i n
1933 a n d 1989, or w i l l w e r e m a i n passive a n d d i s o r g a n i z e d , l i k e
the Russians i n 1917, a n d let aliens wrest our revolution f r o m us?
C o m p l a i n i n g about w h a t w e don't l i k e is useless. K n o w i n g w h a t
w e w a n t is n o t e n o u g h . H a v i n g the w i l l to a c h i e v e it is w h a t
makes the difference. W l i i t e P o w e r !
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Jewish Ethos

by
Dr. Jakob Klatzkin
writing in Krisis und Entscheidung
We are not h)^henated Jews; we are Jews with no qualifications or
reservations. W e are s i m p l y aliens; we are a foreign people i n your
midst, and we emphasize, we w i s h to stay tliat way. There is a wide
gap between y o u and us, so wide that no bridge can be laid across.
Y o u r s p i r i t i s a l i e n to u s ; y o u r m y t h s , l e g e n d s , h a b i t s ,
customs, traditions a n d national heritage, y o u r religious a n d n a tional shrines, y o u r Sundays a n d holidays ... They are alien to us.
The h i s t o r y of y o u r t r i u m p h s a n d defeats, y o u r w a r songs a n d
battle h y m n s , y o u r heroes a n d their m i g h t y deeds, y o u r national
ambitions a n d aspirations, they are all alien to us.
The boundaries of your lands cannot restrict our movements, and your
border clashes are not our concern. Far over ai\ above the frontiers and
boundaries of your land stands our Jewish unity... Wliosoever calls ihe foreign land a Fatherland is a traitor to the Jewish people ... Jewish heroes i n
foreign wars mean nothing to us. The Jewish people lias no reason to decorate them with medals; they are not Jewish heroes... A loyal Jew can never
be other than a Jewish patriot... We recognize a national unity of Diaspora
Jews, IK) matter i n which land tliey may reside. Therefore, no boundaries can
restrain us i i i pursuing our own Jewish policy... The Jewish religion is rich
in "hedges" which keeps our community intact from foreign influences... In
contrast to otlier religions, ours is not a collection of dogmas and tenets [Jcfeeddire] but a Code of Laws [Gesetzesldire], and tl\us by keeping and practicing these laws we have demonstrated our right of self-determination, that is,
being governed by our own laws i n everyday life.
W e have lost our State, but not the Constitution; we have kept and
preserved the latter one as a "portable State" which, i n fact, enables us to
enjoy a sort of national autonomy in the Diaspora ... The secret of a two
thousand year old extra-territorial, Jewish reality is tlie secret of tlie Jewish religion... It kept us bound to one another i n unity, segregated just for
ourselves; even i n dispersion it kept us a nation wifli a nation: as a State
within a State ... We were never just a religious community... A strong
wall, erected by ourselves, separated us from the host nation, and behind tiiat wall there existed tiie Jewish State i n miniature...
Q
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G A N G S BANGING
Following are excerpts from FAEM (First Amendment Exercise M a chine), Robert Frens, Editor. For a sample copy and subscription Information send $2.00 to P.O. Box 433, Buffalo NY 14223

One person rendered a kindness when he stated that the Junited
States was a circus run from the monkey cage. Actually, it is an insane asylum run by criminals.
One of the never ending array of circus acts will be performed
here in Buffalo on the 103rd anniversary of Adolf Hitler's birth. It
w i l l be a confrontation between one set of loonies called "ProChoicers" and another set of loonies called "Pro-Lifers". The prostitute media can be relied upon to properly "hype" this non-event
into a spectacle which might rival the Super Bowl in craziness. One
group merely wants to impose its will upon the other, and I feel that
the community would be well served if both groups were allowed
to physically annihilate each other, which is their real desire anyway. The verbal manure will be piled sky high and anyone who is
not brain-dead really knows that no one ever convinces another of
anything. The police will be caught i n the middle, as usual, and will
enforce whatever they are told to. It remains to be seen which batch
of zoo heads will have the greater say. Through it all, we shall observe the flapping lips of some kosher script reader on our Big
Brother cathode ray tube. TV journalists are people with vestigial
brains. They input information through their eyes and output it
through their mouths without the intermediate inconvenience of
processing it all through their grey matter.
The Pro-Life (anti-abortion) crew will be lead by the same outof-town jerk who instigated the commotion in Kansas City. This
whacko claims that he talks to God and gets messages from the
angel Gabriel. If this were a sane society, statements such as this
might be an invitation for admittance to a funny farm. In third
world America, criminals, disease carriers, morons and freaks instantly become national heros with bread and circuses as daily fare.
Anyway, it appears that this team w i l l picket abortion centers,
scream all sorts of things, will shed a few tears, be clubbed a few
times and probably be jailed for all of their trouble. They do, how44 — Liberty Bell I May 1992

ever, have truth on their side. Abortion is the killing of a living entity whether it is condoned or not.
The other team is the Pro-Choice (pro-abortion, pro-death)
bunch. This group appears to contain large numbers of lesbians
(who have a hard time getting pregnant in tlie first place) and others with a good case of the uglies (those who contemplating males
would never impregnate anjway). They'claim all sorts of "rights"
and usually have a batch of jew lieyers telling them about the Constitution, a document noted for the lack of jew input. The battle cry
concerns a phoiiy "right" that a woman can do what she pleases
witii her body, a truly prostitute notion. Anothet- argument assumes
that the abortion bound twit will get one anyway and tiierefore it is
better to have clean, legal clinics (soon to become AIDS infected)
rather than a dirty gravy baster filled with Lysol. The premise is
right out of a comic book and extends to other areas of social activity. A l l that children want to do is screw, so fit them up with condoms to make it safe. Therefore, since drug gulpers are going to
bomb out anyway, w h y not supply them with F D A approved
crack? The bottom line of their argument is that a woman can copulate with anyone or anything, anywhere, anytime and then run off
to the erasing clinic when the result becomes inconvenient. It is the
same mentality and arguments that the faggot rectum worshippers
use. They bring AIDS upon themselves and then demand tiiat the nonperverts in society do something about tiieir deserved misfortune.
There has been only one creation of life which, in my opinion,
was an embarrassment for God. He will probably not make that
mistake again. Since then, life is only a continuation of life, a permutation, so to speak. Since the moment of conception, cells grow and
divide and assemble themselves in the direction of a viable and mature entity. In the human, this process takes the better part of a year
within the mother's uterus and twenty some years outside of the
uterus. During the early period, the infant organism is dependent
upon its mother for oxygen and food. Birth is the point when this
organism, although a long way from complete development, must
intake oxygen and food on its own. In a cliicken, birth occurs when
the egg cracks and not when it is deposited into a nest. Whether the
period from fertilization to birth occurs entirely within the mother's
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body or not, it is immaterial. Anyone managing to stay awake during his biology class, can see interesting parallels between the seemingly different m a m m a l i a n reproductive processes of the platypus
(egg d e v e l o p i n g ) , o p o s s u m s ( p o u c h d e v e l o p i n g ) a n d h u m a n s
(uterus d e v e l o p i n g ) . O n l y the assholes i n the P r o - C h o i c e c r o w d
w o u l d c l a i m that a n egg, or whatever, is part of the mother's body.
A fertilized egg is an implant, period. The "choicers" s i m p l y want a
license to k i l l that w h i c h is inconvenient. It's okay to k i l l a developing human w h e n it is i n the uterus but it is not okay to k i l l a developing h u m a n w h e n i t is not i n the uterus. Idiotas!
I a m not on either side although I often feel tl\at abortion should
be made retroactive and I have noticed that the Pro-Choicers obviously had Pro-Lifers for motihers. I w i l l probably bet on the abortion
f a v o r i n g b u n c h . M o s t A m e r i c a n s seem to enjoy slaughter a n d
applauded their leader w h e n he ordered that recent zionist-directed
genocide k n o w n as Desert Storm. G e n o c i d a l , pork-belly General
B l a c k h e a d , a m a n w i t h p s y c h o l o g i c a l problems, w a s elevated to
hero class w h e n he cried about not being allowed to k i l l more Iraqis.
The anticipated mess that we shall see i n tl\ streets of Buffalo is
only the acne of a sick body. The sex fetish that pervades every aspect of our lives has its roots i n the freaky blather of the jew Freud
who maintained that sex was the alpha and kumquat of life. Cigarmunching Freud was a k n o w n cocaine user and liked to masturbate
w h i l e dressed i n his mother's clothes. N o w t h a f s a m a n y o u can
trust. Then came h o p - a l o n g Spock, another jew, w h o advised that
children should be allowed to axe the antiques because to do otherwise w o u l d be h a r m f u l to their precious psyches. Thus, u n d i s c i p l i n e d brats grew into immature adults w h o became parents. M e n
no longer sought w o m e n w h o w o u l d be good mothers. They oiily
wanted a good lay and someone w h o w o u l d relieve them of responsibiUty, h k e their mamas d i d . They encouraged their w o m e n to
enter the job market (extra bucks to satisfy greed) and the w o m e n
grabbed at the opportunity to avoid the world's most difficult and
nation-sustaining task—raising healthy and normal children. Some
w o m e n n o w seek to control the life or death of a n inconvenient result of a converuent piece of ass while pussy-whipped men stand b y
and applaud or gawk.
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I w o u l d favor abortion on demand only if i t were accompanied
by sterilization. A n y womai\o w o u l d voluntarily seek the termin a t i o n of the b l e n d i n g of t w o l i v e s , hers and her partner's, is a
w o m a n not worthy of being a mother i n the first place. In fact, she
w o u l d also make a lousy wife and fit only for some male geek who
stretched his willie once too often. This type of female demonstrates
contempt for her paramour, contempt for herself and contempt for
her forebears. She, and all of those who agree with her, have reduced
love and its intimate experience to a barnyard level. America doesn't
need a revival. It needs a good bath i n the liquid of your choice.

***

D O W N A N D D O W N W E GO...
The C o m m i s s i o n e r of E d u c a t i o n , a j e w named Sobol, here i n
C u o m o - l a n d , has been r u n n i n g there a n d here b u r p i n g about the
latest p l a n to make silk purses out of sow's ears. Sobol's D e p u t y
Commissioner has tlie name Sheldon and a libber named D i a m o n d
is tlte Assistant to the Commissioner. N u f f said. A n y o n e w i t h the
capacity for thought knows that all of the improvement plans of the
past fifty years have come to naught. M a n made rules, or prayers
for that matter, w i l l never alter what G o d has sealed into the genes
of every l i v i n g thing. This latest batch of hallucinations and directives is aimed at i m p r o v i n g education results i n the 1990's. Things
w i l l get worse, baby, and that's another "I told y o u s o " prediction.
Under the present type of leadership, the only w a y this country w i l l
be N u m e r o U n o b y the year 2000, is to give the Iraq treatment to everything else on the planet.
This new product of the condom heads is called " A N e w C o m pact for L e a r n i n g " , or " C o m p a c t " for those w h o cannot remember
five sequential w o r d s . T y p i c a l l y , i t has a l e x i c o n of b u z z - w o r d s
w l i i c h w i l l not alter the smell of the manure. Samples are: OutcomeBased Education; Portfolio Assessment; Exit Outcomes; Commencement Outcomes; Stakeholders; Standards, N o t Standardizations;
etc., belch and b u r p . A l s o typical is the mass of bullshit one has to
wade t h r o u g h i n order to f i n d the "meat". I can n o w understand
w h y the first act f o l l o w i n g a successful revolution is a mass execution of all lawyers and PhD's. A n y w a y , the name Compact is appropriate. It conjures u p an image of a device full of powder and rouge
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that is used to cover up blemishes and give color to that which is
colorless. It is all paper hanging. Another kind is needed.
The first page of the packet I received contains a picture of a
Ubangi peering into a Japanese made, Aryan invented microscope,
obviously trying to find the beginning of the beginning. This is followed by a picture of a taco belle who belongs to a "thematic imit"
which explores the folklore of the Frito Bandito. The anti-white bias
of these severa;! papers oozes out from every page. Honkies of the
world...unite. You have nothing to lose but your scabs.
" A l l children can learn! If a child is not learning it is because
heXshe is not being taught i n the way that heXshe learns best."
Wow! Hows 'bout dat fer a quote? Teachers must now spend time
monkey proddii\ to see what turns the little apes on and then develop individual programs. Practically speaking, no teacher will
ever be able to track students on an individual basis and achieve
much of anything. It is pure idiocy and this will be another reason
why intelligent people will avoid the "teechin' perfession" in the
same way that intelligent people avoid AIDS carriers. This type of
catering crap is not new and is certainly not the most destructive
part of the Compact proposals. I will not attempt to analyze this latest piece of bagel dung nor point out all of its' contradictions.
A "good" school is defined as one where the difference between
low grades and high grades is small. If the rummies in school " A "
score 52 while the brighter ones score 96, then i f s a bad school. Too
large a spread in grades, you know. Since we are all equal, tlien the
education structure is at fault. The object of Compact is to take from
those that have it and give it to those that don't have it. If you really
thought communism was dead then you'd better think again. The
same thing is happening to your money and your country.
One of the methods for grade leveling is the proposal of group
testing. Rastus scored 19 on a recent physics test, which shows that
he knows something about physics. Ursula scored a 97 on the same
test which shows that there were things she didn't know about
physics. Therefore, between the two, they probably know everything about physics. What is more sensible than to have them share
in the whole thing? After all, we are all sisters and brothers in the
Lord. So, Ursula the fair and Rastus the not fair will pool their ef48 — Liberty Bell I May 1992

forts on tests and share the resultant score. Three cheers for democracy in action! If you are not a PhD you can well understand that
Ursula will slack off since she knows she'll never get a 97 again in spite
of the theory that superior folks naturally love parasites. On the other
hand, Rastus will also slack off since he knows he'll always get better
than a 19 from then on. Two slackers will get about as far as Jesse
Owens would in a three-legged race when tied to a paraplegic.
Test sharing is not a new concept as I have used it in the classroom on several occasions. Often, due to economic and safety reasons, people may also have lab partners. Whenever I used the test
sharing option, it was for the novelty and the students always enjoyed it. But, but and more but, the .associations were always voluntary. Slugs would pair with slugs and the gems with the gems, all
according to natural law. N o one was penaHzed for being not-equal.
The commissars of education in this state have no intention of
allowing voluntary associations in any endeavor. They despise freedom, oppose choice and once again, people w i l l have about as
much to say i n education as they do in President choosing or how
they want the country to be run. Only an idiot would fail to notice
that these new proposals will trash what little is left of education in
this land. Of course, there will be the numbers and papers that will
"prove" that things are better, much in the same way that phoney
laboratory test reports "proved" that the fin assemblies in tlie Boe, ing 707's were really super stuff. I was a quality control chemist for
several years i n the aircraft industry where greed doth make liars of
us all. Paper arguments are made of paper.
The warpies and woofies who weave all of tWs claptrap are either in the third stage of syphilis or the first stage of AIDS. First they
scream that test scores don't prove much of anything and then follow it all up with proposals based upon scores from the tests they
wanted to abolish. (Where is the Queen of Hearts?) Tests are discriminatory by design. If they weren't, they'd be as useless as Commissioner Sobol.
Papers and meetings and meetings and papers. I endure it all
hoping to discover an iota of the real world in it all. N o luck so far,
and if the American people ever stop lying to themselves and wake
up; I'll be the first to offer tar, feathers and rope for sale and oneLiberty Bell I May 1992 — 49

way tickets to the Promised Land.

***

Magic Joneston

Consecutively, two items spewed from the jew tube. The first
was the horror announcement of a new AIDS victim every eight
minutes. This was followed by a sneak preview of the current
"hero". A hero, in contemporary America, is anyone dying from a
funny disease o f at least, is a former prison inmate. This sort of
pulls the red carpet out from under Sergeant York, Audie Murphy,
Colin Kelly and Roger Young (all nice young Jewish lads). Horikies
gotta go!
"Magic" has AIDS, can chase bouncing balls, will copulate with
anything six degrees Warmer than a cadaver and has an IQ of 142
(the sum of two separate tests). Magic has been elevated to hero first
class and Prez Bush promptly gave him a hero's job as da spooksman fer da AIDS veras. Soon to follow, I suppose, is another PR
moron to drag the protozoan Treponema Palhdum, an underprivileged member of the Spirochaetaceae family (that's sj^hilis, baby),
into the spotlight. N o w you know where some of your hard earned
tax dollars go and if the Iraqi massacre didn't tell you something
about George's peculiar brain, then perhaps thig will. I'll get to the
AIDS statistic shortly, but I cannot let the fornication notices pass
without some comment.
It was mentioned that Magic, boasting of having thousands of
sex partners, couldn't hold a candle (Freudian symbol) to the performance of another ball bouncer called Wilt Chamberlain. Undulating W i l t claimed that he scored about 20,000 points i n the
promiscuity marathons. At the rate of one a night (animal, male, female or mineral), that would take him about 55 years. I find this a
little difficult to accept. This claim is on a par with those made by
Mr. Friedman in one of the three score and ten tliought-crime trials
of Ernst Ziindel of Canada. Mr. Friedman claimed that he could tell
the nationality of an incinerated jew by the color of the flames
belching from the chimneys of three score and ten N a z i "death
camps". In both cases, we have to rely upon the intelligence and
good will of the tale promoter. In trusting America, no one ever
bothers to check much of anything anymore. A l l tales are equal.
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Horror statistics must be viewed in perspective. It might seem
doom impending to learn that every 8 minutes an AIDS victim goes
blotto, but you should remain optimistic knowing that every time 1
AIDS carrier is rewarded nearly 1200 new bodies are dumped upon
tlie planet. Those wee viruses just can't keep up with third world
and minority copulation endeavors anymore than the masochistic
western world can keep up with their hungry mouths. Make love,
not food.
One might wonder where Magic and Wilt (and hundreds of
others like them) find all of the "human" trash that is willing to
share in their carnival of diseases. I will never understand why filth
and ugliness are sexually attractive to many. If God loves America
and America is a cesspool, then God loves cesspools.

***

Pass the Buchanan
The only thing this fellow will save is the status quo. Pat is measurably more honest than George Bushwhacker but is still allowed
to write syndicated columns and have regular TV appearances. You
should be smart enough to realize that Buchanan is spelled with a
capital K. How long do you think he'd last, if he hadn't been given
the Good Housekeeping kosher seal of approval? In addition, one of
the heavies pushing his presidential campaign is a tribesman by the
name of Loeb. Moreover, on a recent Larry King show, Pat bent
over backwards explaining how many of his closest friends are
Jews. Ain't we hold all of dis stuff before? A word to the wise...
Yas suh. The Zionist party with two names is still alive and
well. Democrats, you get bagels. Republicans, you get bagels. It
took Roosevelt's revolution and sixty years to create the mess we're
in. Cleaning up the cesspool won't be easy or swift. It will take
struggle and sacrifice—two items that most Americans find offensive. As long as their noses are in the slop troughs, their eyes will
never reach beyond the mud. Until the lights go on again, keep
wishing, praying and believing that the Tooth Fairy will change
your rotted molar into silver. Americans have an immense capacity
to lie to themselves.
At the time of this writing, it appears that the power users are
trying to keep David Duke off the ballot in New Hampshire. If s the
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same crap that was receixtly vomited by the millionaire sleeze Ross
Perot on another Larry (ugly lecher) King Kosher show. Perot, full
of free enterprise and Americanism, demands that people "like
Duke" should not be allowed to run for political office. Perot, like
the myriad piles of donkey dung that run this country, love a little
amount of democracy but are not interested in people really having
a.total voice i n their own affairs. In other words, there is such a
thing as too much democracy.
While you. are gnashing your teeth at my "un-Americanism",
let your mind wander back to operation Desert Slaughter. What if
this outlay of destructive technology were applied to the problem of
the Mexican swarms that illegally breach our southern border?
Aren't Mexicans and Iraqis equal? The fact is that other than a token
gesture, the elected criminals who infest Tel Aviv on the Potomac
have no intention of allowing America to remain in the hands of the
progeny of those who founded it.
If y o u must vote, then flip the lever for the candidate who
draws the most venom from a Koppel, a Rather, Jewsweek magazine, the Jew York Slimes or any script-reading C N N prostitute.
Never, never vote for any incumbent. Remember, you always get
the government you deserve.

***

UNITED PENGUIN FLYING FUND
Mad-bomber Bush has, w i t h the help of the K K (korrupt
kongress), launched his assault upon private high schools. While
cuddling and coddling a pickaninny, he mumbled that your tax dollars w i l l now be used to send the "poor" (spare me!) to those
schools which require tuition and where the "education" is better. I
am one of those "I told you so" types and my gem for today is "Kiss
those schools goodbye."
Back in the dark ages, when I was in high school, the private
high schools usually couldn't hold a candle to the academic performance of the government public schools. In our burg, the private
schools were a Catholic operation and the nuns were so busy clubbing God's love into their subjects, that trivia such as mathematics
and language never came up. Our town was enriched with only one
black family and a tiny collection of God's chosen. On the southside
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dwelled the "wops 'n' p'locks", as they were affectionately known.
The northside was primarily inhabited by the rich Anglos who
owned everything from the mayor to tlie factories, and the poor
"others" of wluch I was a member. The police force numbered about
riine and, over the past four decades, increased in size to nearly
^ixty in spite of the fact that the population decreased in size. I have
always noticed that when brotherly love increases so does the number of police and the size of the prisons. The only jew in my class
was a fellow named Art who ended up being some kind of errand
boy for Barry Goldwater, the 1964 presidential hopeful. Art was an
object of wonder in the shower as he was the fellow with the funny
mutilated schwanz. The only Neger was David who, other than
being dark skinned, was easily recognized by the two cops who
seemed to be forever chasing him. David, due to his natural superiority, always won tiiose sprinting events. Academically, the Weisse
were on top and, interestingly enough, the really superior students
were from the poor white group.
Following the war that saved jew communism, jew capitalism
and the filthy banking system, came the decade of the fifties which
was to become the most fondly remembered joyful time in my life. I
remain forever grateful that I lived through this period. Since then, I
can only remember two brief moments of exuberance. The first was
when I fell i n love with Maxine and the other resulted from the
news that a scud had landed in Tel Aviv.
The fifties are remembered today as tlie beginning of tlie end of
effective education in this now rotting system. A t gunpoint, schools
were required to accept people living outside of their districts. It
was, and still is, called desegregation and the net effect is the equality of trash schooling for everyone. Schools were transformed into
day care centers and supervised holding centers. Solid geometry, an
excellent mathematics course, was dropped from the curriculum because it was "elitist". In predominately black schools, perspective
has been removed from art studies because it is a concept alien to
the African mind. It goes on and on, and down and down. Wlule at
the checkout counter of Hie local sheenie super market, I said to the
young lady who was busy punching keys, "It comes to $27.62." She
stepped back in amazement and asked how I managed to have the
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correct total without the aid of a calculator. I replied, "When I was
in the sixth grade, I learned how to add."
Race mixing was not to proceed at the snail's pace that led to
the destruction of the old civilizations of Egypt, Rome or even of
Portugal and Spain. The hated wliite societies took too long to degenerate on their own and besides, the Third Reich demonstrated
that downward trends could be abruptly halted. Label white people
who preferred to-live and work with white people as "racists" and
"haters". Then force them to associate with blacks under threat of
imprisonment, or job loss, for violating the "law". Once they appeared to accept the black plague, it would be easy to swamp the
country with wet-backs, dry-backs, half-backs, rice eaters, bean eaters, dog eaters, lepers and disease carriers of all types. When I offered this scenario i n the 1950's, people smiled and wondered
where I got all of my strange views. Perhaps they are still smilii\g. I
stated in the early 80's that an assault on private schools was soon
to come. If s here and I told you so.
***

Stud of the Union
King Bush's January 29 address was exactly what I expected to
hear from a dink who was born rich and plans to stay that way. The
poppycock parade began with the usual applause from a gang of
thieves (mostly lieyers) who, periodically raid the treasury with impunity. The whole spiel was a cross between an oatmeal commercial ('Tt's the right thing to do.") and a pep rally (We's nummer
one!) laced with Desert Slaughter platitudes. I almost hoped that he
would hint that Nagasaki should be nuked again just to show those
slants that we build better automobiles than they do.
The most unbearable portions of these jew TV circuses are those
involving the prostitute script readers who "analyze" everything for
the simple minded goyim. First, their lying lips tell you what you are
going to hear; then you hear it; and finally they tell you what you've just
heard. 'Toad a'mi^ty. Miss Scarlet, da hole c'untry be brain daid."
Believe whatever makes you feel great and perhaps wishing
will make it so, but the problems of this land will not be solved by
electing a different lying lawyer to Congress or a different greedy
moneybags as chief honker or coming up with some new expensive
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• proposal that will enrich the corrupt and screw the worker. We will
simply not be Number One in education by the 2000 no matter what
delusions King George has. We shall never achieve this position
simply because the country is being filled with anthropoids who
have never shown the slightest propensity for the technical aspects
of human endeavor. Excuses and prayers will not alter tl\ biological facts of inequality and tyrannical laws cannot change what God
created. The American people have chosen to ignore natural law and
liow are starting to smell the stink of the cesspool tliat is steadily growing. Abetted by oxir enemies and poisoned by the opiate of our false religions, we have elected to trash the future and ennoble degeneracy.
General Rommel said that no one should criticize an operation
imless he had three alternate proposals. I have been told that I mock
and complain but never offer any solutions. That's generally true.
America is not ready for hard solutions. It hasn't suffered or been
degraded enough yet. The demise of this country might eventually
be one of a gradual rotting, much like gangrene. I don't know and
neither does Jack Van Impe. However, given the power, my first act
would be to compel, under penalty of death, each and every member of Congress to perform some type of manual labor, for the benefit of the tax payers they shafted, for the rest of their natural lives.
• new Congress would be elected in its entirety and lawyers would
Qnly be considered after a scrutinizing examination. Thomas JefferfSon never wanted lawyers to sit in Congress, so my proposal is in
; .fiarmony with the great men who founded this republic. N o Harsyard professor egghead would have a place i n government unless
'he completed five years of manual labor. Moreover, all elected
t? members of Congress would be paid only upon completion of their
§ terms and in the amount determined by the voters according to the
y^
of their service to the people. Expenses for political campaigns would come from a general public fund and the rules would
prohibit any rich slob from having an advantage over a poor contender. The Zionist party with two names (Republican and Democrat)
would be abolished and the people will choose directly who they shall
vote for. N o black man should have to choose some jew or anglo to
represent him. No white man should have to choose between a mulatto or a slant. Thus, all people would be represented proportionally
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and all have an equal say in matters concerning tlieir welfare. Welfare
payments for blacks will come from black pockets. Welfare payments
for whites will come from wliite pockets. No group should be parasitic
upon another. A l l advances, whether in tlie work place or in education, shall be based entirely upon merit and the botched will receive
consideration according to their usefulness (present and past) to society and not according to the Marxist concept of need. I propose democracy but friend, the ruling fat cats, whether communist or
capitalist, ain't about to suddenly stop shearing their sheep.
America must suffer more and there is nothing quite as stimulating as a wholesale catastrophe to wake people from their fairy
tale dreams. The older group of clods, of wliich I am a member, allowed this mess to begin and most of tliem will keep sucking on the
tit of the system until they die. After all, why should they give a
crap about the future since they no longer have one? The middle
age group is too busy clawing for affluence and the opportunity to
screw someone else's wife. They all want to be cuddled from cradle
to grave like the Eloi in H . G . Wells' The Time Machine, with the
Morlocs using them as the cattle they are. The hope lies in the restlessness of today's young. More and more, they are rejecting the
filth of the present money system and in their souls, they feel the rot
of this decaying society. I will have more to say about this in a later
issue. In the meantime, young lads with a backbone, join the skins if
you like but never, ever break tlie law. You are already hated because
you cannot be corrupted. You are hated simply because of what you
stand for. Remain proud and upright and don't give the enemy a
chance to nail your hide to a wall. Remember..,.your day is conoing.

***

Kosher Suds
In a recent issue of Remarks, a chunk of Bradley Smith's article
on soap made from jews appeared. Why people insist upon wasting
their time discussing tiiese things is beyond me. They're busier than
a cat trying to cover up crap on a concrete driveway.
The fat from a jew is very similar to the fat from a pig. To make
soap from jew fat, you must first find a fat jew. In the Nazi concentration camps, fat jews were as scarce as hnith is at a lawyers' convention. Where did all of the fat come from then? Secondly, during
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that period, all combatants placed a premium upon fat. Tlie scarcity
of butter was known by all of us who lived during that time and
this was an additional reason why that laboratory glop known as
margarine was sold to the gullible as "food". The reason fat was
precious is because it is the source of glycerides, hence glycerine. A
twiddle here and a twaddle there, then nih-oglycerine, then dynairiite, then all go bang. Our government wasn't interested i n
fighting a war with soap, but it used fats as a source of materials
for the manufacture of explosives. So, no fat jews, no fat for anything and no mention of the glycerine aspects of fat manipulation.
One can make soap from human fat. First you'll need a cadayer
with a fat something. Carye off the lard and run it through a meat
grinder. Drop the suet into a large pot of moderately salted water
and simmer for aii hour or so. While still warm, strain the soup
through a cheesecloth and allow the broth to stand in a cool place.
The fat will remain on top and if it is cool enough, the solid fat can
easily be separated by hand. Next, you'll need a 25 percent solution
of lye (sodium hydroxide). You'll use, by volume, one part of the
lye solution for every two and one half parts of fat. The lye solution
should be near body temperature and is slowly poured info tiie fat
which should have been warmed to about 120 degrees Fahrenheit With
cpntinued stirring, (he mess w U become tliicker and soon wiU be ready
fpr pouring into a mold. The soap should be allowed to cure (complete reacting) for about two to three weeks before it is ready for
use.
In our home, we did not use purchased lye. We saved all of the
ashes from our wood stoves and tossed them into a drum containing water, From time to time, mother would scoop out some hquid
and boil much of the water away, The "gravity" of the liquid wag
checked by observing whether an egg would float i n it. The fat v^as
left over bacon drippings. What a conservative way to do things.
Grow vegetables and feed the left overs to the pigs. K i l l the pigs
and fry up the bacon. Use the left over fat and the ashes from the
consumed wood to make soap. Take a bath and get some more
vegetables,
* **
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Dear Mr. Dietz

Quickies
Deceitful PAT ROBERTSON blabbed about the government's
Head Start program while showing a classroom filled with blonde
haired tykes. The truth is that Head Start is for pickaninnies.
Armageddon prophet JACK V A N IMPE changed doom's year
from 1996 to 200.1,^fter consultation with a jew. Check Jack's investments and you'll discover that he really isn't counting upon his own
predictions. On a recent program, his air-head wife Rexella said "A
liter is three and one half quarts to a gallon." Pray and send money.
According to an alarmist news comment, AFRICAN BEES are
more aggressive than European bees, produce far less honey and
drive out the European bees. Good grief! Urban flight in bee-land.
There was no mention of tiie productive capacity of Japanese bees.
On a recent Larry King show, NY Governor MARIO CUOMO
stated that he is worried about anti-Semitic remarks that are made
in the privacy of one's home. If that doesn't make you worry about
Mario then you should know that he owns, and often wears, a Jewish beanie (without the propeller).
You should listen very carefully to Mr. Cuomo. He is very, very,
very slippery as in slippery, slippery and slippery. America was intended to be a mosaic of religions and ethnic groups, according to
this lawyer turned governor. All are welcome to come and practice
voodoo, goat sacrifice, urine sipping, penis mutilation or whatever
type of hokum your religion requires to get you closer to the Big
Guy in the sky. If doing your thing means eating the neighbor's dog
or defecating in public, then so be it. After all, more cultural diversity is what we need. Mr. Cuomo believes thatlQs can be
raised and criminality erased by the application of dollars and
more dollars. Anyone this dippy must have had his willie bobbed
as a boy.
Mr. Cuomo is waiting for the American people to draft him for
the presidency. He has the solution for our ills and is confident that
the Democrat party of Zion will adopt his menu for their 92 platform. Go ahead. Draft him. I dare you. Then I'll have another "I told
you so."
•
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LETTERS
to the
EDITOR

I am writing to you about a Letter to the
Editor from an Aryan ex-wife (Freya). I am
Irish/American with blue eyes and red hair. I
have been married for ten years and have
three Aryan cluldren.
First off, there is no reason for any
Aryan woman to go outside of her race. This is a disgrace to her and all Aryan
women. 1£ tlie Aryan women don't wake up and realize that this Jewish equal rights
crap promotes this kind of behavior, our race will soon die out. If Aryan women
want respect and protection from their men, then women need to quit saying "I'm
just as good or I can do better than men." In other words, learn your place and keep
it, ladies! If women would do this and quit competing with their men, our Aryan
youth would at least have a better chance in life than we did.
I see my husband as ah Aryan warrior, ^ I do all tlie Aryan men who fight for
our cause. If Aryan men are proud of their physique, so what? At least they acliieve
their goal through hard work and sweat They don't go out and have breast implants,
tummy tucks or lipo suction done so they can look lean and sexy like women do. If
anybody has a narcissistic complex it's women, not men. Women should not put
their men down for feeling good about themselves.
If women do not like to take ordsers from tlieir husbands, dien how do tliey feel
about taking orders liom tlieir boss? Do women love their husbands or tlieir bosses?
Anj^ay, isn't "take the garbage out, honey" an order? Women need to quit putting all
the blame on their men because things are not perfect. Women as well as men make mistakes. If we didn't we would have pretty boring lives.
Respectfully yours, AArs. J.C.B., Florida
»fflffl
Dear George,

allow me to also comment on tlie letter written by "Freya," published in the
• March 1992 Liberty Bell, in which she chastized Aryan men. Donald Clerkin, the
; Chairman of tlie Euro-American Alliance gave "Freya" an excellent answer which
;;you published in your April issue. There is nothing I have to add in this regard.
• However, being in a similar position as you are, I must tell you of my feeling that
"Freya" wasn't all she claimed to be, when I read her letter for the first time. And,
reading it again, I still stick by my assessment tliat "Freya" isn't Aryan at aU. There
are times when I get letters from alleged German-Americans (or Germans visiting
the United States) which tell me how "ashamed" they are that I am so "hateful" of
lews, and that they will do their utmost to work against people like myself, etc.
Rarely do I take such letters seriously. Just as I (more often tlian not) can tell a Jew
or Jewess by tlieir voices on the telephone, so I am able to see tlirough Jewish machmations when they try to puU one over my ears when writing letters allegedly coming from a German. There are very fine nuances which provide the necessary clues.
Whoever wrote the Freya letter merely wanted to tell us "Aryans" what a wonderful
people the Jews are, and how we simply can never compete. And, if Freya by chance
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is real, then I say, "write her off," just as we have to write off millions of Germans in
Germany who have been hopelessly brainwashed by our enemies. There are still
enough Germanics/Nordics of excellent racial stock here and in Europe so that we
can start rebuilding our Germanic nations again from scratch. "Wir sind immer noch
die Besten."
Sincerely, Hans Schmidt
Chalmaan, G A N P A C , Box 10600, Burke V A 22015
a sa 8B
Dear George,
20 April 1992
I think this date is appropriate to send you some funds for the struggle as the
war against European civilization continues.
One week I read that the South African Whites have decided to follow
Rhodesia's example; the next week I see tliat "Zimbabwe" can no longer provide
enough food to feed its starving people!
On A p r i l 5, "Sixty Minutes' " lead story spotlighted the D . E . A . ' s "war-ondrugs" with an interview with one of their cops who stated that any citizen or resident with over One thousand dollars in cash on his person is liable to have his
money "arrested" (confiscated) without any charges being brought against that person {with no arrest). The cop said the procedure had been found legal in the Supreme Court!
I have mentioned this to several Americans and have been shocked by their "Oh
well, what can you do" attitude.
Neither Bush nor Clinton talk about free trade with Mexico and the 3rd World
except superficially; Brown does but he would probably invite them all over the border. I don't hear much from Buchanan, and David Duke seems never to have existed!
Are Americans discussing these things in angry tones? Are they heating up the
tar? Are they marching on the state capitals? No one I talk to has any interest whatsoever in anything except their usual routine wliich rtever includes national politics!
Either the world has gone crazy or I have. If only the Germans had won the
war...
I was surprised to hear of your financial difficulties. Enclosed is an order for
books, my renewal to Liberty Bell, and a donation for $100.1 wDl try to order books
more regularly and donate periodically throughout the year. Also I want to thank you
for continuing my sub before receiving my payment.
Keep up the invaluable work!
Sincerely, M . B . , Oregon
IS 88 S

Dear George

Family,

I hope LJi. can survive somehow. It has been my adrenalin for years. I'd miss
Professor Oliver and all the others who have helped my thinking and answered many
questions I've always had. I was given the enclosed amount, so in turn I'll give it to
you wherever you need i t
Sincerely, Mrs. G.Z., N e w jersey
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K E E P T H E LIBERTY BELL RINGING!
Please remember: Our Fight is YouriighV. Donate whatever you
can spare on a regular—monthly or quarterly—basis. Whether it is
$2., $5., $20., or $100. or more, rest assured it is needed here and
will be used in our c o m m o n struggle. If you are a businessman,
postage stamps in any denomination are a legitimate business expense—and we need and use many of these here every month —
and will be gratefully accepted as donations .
Your donations will help us spread the Message

of Liberty aud

White Survival throughout the land, by mal<ing available additional
copies of our printed material to fellow Whites who do not yet l<now
what is in store for them.
Order our pamphlets, booklets, and, most importantly,

our

reprints of revealing articles which are ideally suited for mass distribution at reasonable cost. Order extra copies of Liberty Bell for
distribution to your circle of friends, neighbors, and relatives, urging
them to subscribe to our unique publication. Our bulk prices are
shown on the inside front cover of every issue of Liberty Bell.
Pass along your copy of Liberty Bell, and copies of reprints you
obtained from us, to friends and acquaintances who may be on our
"wave length," and urge them to contact us for more of the same.
Carry on the fight to free our White people from the shackles of
alien domination, even if you can only join our ranks in spirit. Y o u
can provide for this by bequest. The following are suggested forms
of bequests which you may include in your l^st Will and Testament:
1.1 bequeath to Mr. George P. Dietz, as Trustee for Liberty Bell
Publications, P.O. Box 21, Reedy WV 25270 USA, the sum of $ , . .
for general purposes.
2.1 bequeath to Mr. George P. Dietz, as Trustee for Liberty Bell
Publications, P.O. Box 21, Reedy WV 25270 USA, the following
described property
for general purposes.

D O YOUR PART TODAY-HELP
RACE FROM ALIEN

FREE OUR WHITE

DOMINATION!

